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Executive summary 

The current European rail freight market is a complex system involving a great number 

of different public and private stakeholders. One of the major objectives of the Smart-

Rail project therefore is, to develop a methodology and architecture for exchange of 

data/information required for the optimisation process, between stakeholders, making 

use of existing initiatives where available. 

In effort to achieve and develop this data exchange architecture, the main objective of 

WP5 is “to define, develop and implement an effective set of tools and measures which 

will improve the availability of information for freight rail stakeholders in order to 

improve the rail service quality.” Multiple aspects are followed in the solution design; the 

WP5 assumes a frequent communication with the three Continuous Improvement Track 

in order to identify the requirementsand needs of these Continuous Improvement Track. 

This WP will also be linked to activities and results from WP3 (cooperation within the rail 

sector) and WP4 (cooperation in the supply chain). 

Deliverable Smart-Rail D5.1 focuses on determining the requirements for a data sharing 

solution, such as an interoperability platform, specifying the architecture for such a 

solution and suggest software components where needed. This deliverable contains 

therefore the overall interoperability architecture for Smart-Rail. The interoperability 

architecture specifies data sharing amongst relevant stakeholders, enabling those 

stakeholders to optimize their processes. The interoperability architecture does not 

consider those internal processes. 

Further in this deliverable, the groundworks for building the Interoperability Platform to 

share the necessary data in the rail business are constituted. Based on the state-of-the-

art developments and standardization in the railway sector, and based on the specific 

requirements of the Continuous Improvement Tracks, the logical database is suggested 

to consolidate the differing data sources for usage in the target applications, and the 

system architecture is laid down to facilitate the system services necessary for 

a successful operation. 

Among the varying data sources, the international community systems for exchanging 

data are highlighted, as the systems of RailNetEurope (RNE) and those of RailData. The 

interoperability platform is ready to be used by the CITs in the specific selected subset 

suitable for implementation. 

Due to its focus on the data exchange issues, WP5 is strongly interconnected with the 

remaining work packages. With the analytical or conceptual work packages (WP2-WP4) it 

is interconnected in the sense of adopting the general approach and process 

architectures. From the Continuous Improvement Track (CITs, implemented initially in 

the project as the Living Labs, LLs) it assumes the data exchange requirements, and 

after designing the solution, it paves the path towards its implementation in each CIT. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background Smart-Rail 

The aim of the European Railway Agency (ERA) is to construct a safe, modern 

integrated railway network with the overall target that railways must become more 

competitive to other transport modes and seek and offer high-quality, end-to-end 

services without being restricted by national borders. 

To achieve the necessary modal shift from road to rail the rail sector faces an 

unprecedented challenge of providing the capacity for affordable and attractive services 

required to enable this modal shift. The current European rail freight market is a 

complex system involving a great number of different public and private stakeholders, 

such as infrastructure managers, rail operators, terminal operators and freight 

forwarders who jointly manage the operation of running trains from A to B. The Smart-

Rail project is aligned with the objectives of SHIFT²RAIL and will ensure that the results 

can be used in further research in this programme.  

The objectives of Smart-Rail are: 

- to contribute to a mental shift of the rail sector toward a client oriented and 

supply chain focus; 

- to develop working business models for cooperation of different stakeholders; 

- to develop a methodology and architecture for exchange of data/information 

required for the optimisation process, between stakeholders, making use of 

existing initiatives where available (for instance) the European Corridor 

Management and national logistical information centres; 

- to establish three Continuous Improvement Track (CITs) that each focus on 

different aspects and markets and implement the developed tools, 

methodologies and concepts. The purpose of the CITs is to test and improve the 

innovative measures in a real life situation. Specific and more dedicated business 

models, information systems and new rail services will be tested. 

 

The main objective of WP5 is “to define, develop and implement an effective set of tools 

and measures which will improve the availability of information for freight rail 

stakeholders in order to improve the rail service quality.” Multiple aspects are followed in 

the solution design; the WP5 assumes a frequent communication with the three 

Continuous Improvement Track in order to identify the requirementsand needs of these 

VITs. This WP will also be linked to activities and results from WP3 (cooperation within 

the rail sector) and WP4 (cooperation in the supply chain). 

 

1.2 Purpose of the document 

This first task of WP5 (T5.1, covered by this report, i.e. by the deliverable Smart-Rail 

D5.1) focuses on determining the requirements for a data sharing solution, such as an 

interoperability platform, specifying the architecture for such a solution and suggesting 

software components where needed. 

This deliverable contains therefore the overall interoperability architecture for Smart-Rail. 

The interoperability architecture only specifies data sharing amongst relevant 

stakeholders, enabling those stakeholders to optimize their processes. The 

interoperability architecture does not consider those internal processes. 
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The architecture, i.e. a high-level structure (chart) of the data exchange is defined, with 

the necessary data flows between stakeholders (IM, RU, service providers, customer). 

The existing data is to be identified by each subject, also the gaps shall be identified and 

decided upon their filling (what data is missing, from which source it is to be obtained, in 

what formats, structures etc.). 

The interoperability architecture for Smart-Rail considers two aspects, namely: 

 Applying the Architectural Framework for Interoperability in logistics (Annex A) to 

Smart-Rail. It means that particular parts of the framework need to be completed 

for the rail sector and, more specifically, to be refined for the Smart-Rail CITs. 

 The Architectural Framework is supported by an infrastructure, which is however 

not yet realized for the rail sector. Therefore, a pragmatic approach to realize the 

infrastructure for the Smart-Rail CITs needs to be considered by selecting 

available solutions of participants in the project. 

 

1.3 Background of Smart-Rail D5.1 

The deliverable Smart-Rail D5.1 and the WP5 as a whole is focused on the data exchange 

in the railway sector. Various data sources are therefore examined as potential data 

sources for the Smart-Rail uses. 

Smart-Rail now has access to the results of the Raildata ISR project and of the ECOPMS 

project, as explained below. 

Raildata is a special interest group (SIG) of the UIC (Union International du Chemin de 

Fer), the partners are the Railways Undertakings members of UIC focusing on RU Data 

Exchange. 

The ISR project of Raildata is shortly described from the user point of view. Starting in 

1999, the project has been deployed since 2001, and its main interest is to provide the 

“best available information” about the wagon movements over Europe collected from its 

member RUs. Now it covers more than 70 % of the European freight railway transports. 

The main goal of the ECOPMS Project (French acronym for: “Shared Services Platform for 

a Multimodal and ECO-responsible Logistics”) is to propose an innovative approach of 

multimodal logistics systems. It includes the establishment of a shared services platform 

that manages physical flows of goods, and flows of information.  

The ECOPMS project has an ambition to make “the rail as easy as the road” and has, for 

this reason, by construction a multimodal coverage and a logistic point of view. 

This project accompanies the re-emergence of rail as an alternative mode of 

transportation, either via the short line freight operators, which combine chargers, as 

well as rail and road companies, or via the deployment of new Rail freight enterprises like 

Europorte, ECR (DB Cargo), etc. 

ECOPMS participates in the “Grenelle de l’environnement”’ ambition to promote 

responsible modes of transportation that are respectful of the environment and 

contribute to obtaining factor 4 greenhouse gas emissions. It unites project partners in 

this effort, such as Objectif-OFP, Modalis, BDRS, ECOMODAL (Road, Rail) and H-LOG 

(multimodal systems).  
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1.4 Relation with other tasks and Work Packages 

Due to its focus on the data exchange issues, WP5 is strongly interconnected with the 

remaining work packages, mostly with the Continuous Improvement Track (CITs, 

implemented in the project initially as the Living Labs, LLs), to which its structure 

corresponds to a certain extent. 

 

Figure 1-1: Chart of interdependencies with other WPs, mostly with CITs  

 

The WP5 is interconnected with the analytical or conceptual work packages (WP2-WP4) in 

the following ways: 

 WP2 Project Initialisation (not included in the figure for brevity): Identifies the 

project scope, overall approach, and problem areas (together with proposed 

solutions) to be further addressed in the remaining WPs, including WP5. Therefore 

WP5 is based on the findings of WP2 in the first place.  

 WP3 Cooperation within the rail sector: Develops a set of concepts, methods 

and tools to improve the rail freight service by cooperation within the rail sector. 

Based on the concepts resulting from WP3, the data exchange needs between the 

railway stakeholders (RUs) will be further developed in WP5; also the conceptual 

basis for WP6/CIT1 is given in WP3.  

 WP4 Cooperation in the supply chain: Similarly to WP3, this work package 

develops a set of concepts, methods and tools to improve rail freight service, this 

time using cooperation in the whole supply chain. Providing the conceptual basis 

for WP7/CIT2, its results derive the data exchange needs also between the other 

stakeholders in the supply chain (as RUs, LSPs, terminal operators etc.), and 

suggests the information exchange needs in this area.  

The initially proposed Living Labs (LL1-LL3 or WP6-WP8) establish the “testbed” 

environment within the project, for various measures to be implemented, and address 

specific aspects of the cooperation on the freight market. Leading to more general 

concepts there are denoted Continuous Improvement Tracks or CITs (CIT1 focused 

on dedicated SWL services and intra-modal cooperation in the rail sector, CIT2 

concerning with the inter-modal cooperation in the supply chain, and CIT3 dealing with 

events in the railway traffic resulting in unreliability and irregularity). Therefore also WP5 

follows such a path to serve the needs of each Continuous Improvement Track. 
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All the three Continuous Improvement Tracks within the project show similar or parallel 

structure, with the following interconnections to WP5 and its sub-tasks (where “x” 

represents each CIT as the WP, i.e. 6, 7, or 8): 

 Task x.3 Information exchange required: defines the requirements of each 

CIT on the data exchange tools and platforms developed in WP5 for general use in 

the whole Smart-Rail project. Therefore each Tx.3 task is an important input for 

WP5, defining the architectural, platform relevant, governance related, semantics 

and other requirements to be considered and fulfilled in WP5. These requirements 

from all the CITs together affect the requirements for the architecture defined in 

T5.1, for the governance models addressed in T5.2, and for the semantic issues 

solved and suggested in T5.3.  

 Task x.5 Implementation of measures: implements the measures suggested 

in the corresponding CIT. Among others, the data exchange with the aim of better 

visibility is considered; therefore each Tx.5 task implements also a subset of the 

solution designed in WP5, with the overall architecture and data exchange 

platform defined in T5.1, with the governance rules defined in T5.2, and with the 

semantics and data structures defined in T5.3. Using appropriate KPIs, the 

success and effectiveness of the measures in the CIT will be analysed.  

 Task x.6 Monitoring and adjustment: assessing, monitoring and adjusting the 

measures and their impacts, evaluating the defined KPIs. As far as the data 

exchange issues are concerned, it means direct interconnection with T5.4 where 

the solution is to be verified within the CITs.  

 Task x.7: Conclusions and recommendations: among other measures defined 

in each CIT, implementation of the CT-Rail is to be considered, as described and 

recommended in T5.5. These conclusions and recommendations will also be input 

for D9.4.  

This way the proper alignment of the WP5 efforts within the whole Smart-Rail project is 

ensured, and the requirements of each CIT are to be met by the interoperability 

platform. 

This document focuses on the requirements and the architecture for the data sharing 

solution. Two other documents will be delivered that are related to this document: D5.2, 

which describes how data governance needs to be implemented, and D5.3, which 

describes the ontology needed to achieve semantic interoperability.  

 

1.5 Document Structure 

The document D5.1 has the following structure with chapters covering the topics 

mentioned in more detail: 

1. Introduction (general); context of Smart-Rail (inter-WP) and WP5 (intra-WP) 

2. Requirement analysis, i.e. what is to be done and why 

 General: data sharing in the rail sector, business aspects 

 Data requirements of the Continuous Improvement Tracks 

 Use Case analysis – to draft the potential use cases of the data sharing 

solution in collaboration with key stakeholders 

3. Existing technologies, tools and standards (i.e. what is available to use) 

 State-of-the-art technologies for data exchange 

 Existing solutions and platforms (as Commercial Of The Shelve or COTS, 

tailor made, and independent) 

 General data exchange standards (i.e. ICT standards) 

 Railway industry standards for data exchange  

 Data exchange standards in the logistic area 
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 Data sources available 

4. Architecture proposal 

 Fit & gap analysis 

 General architecture proposed 

 Architecture components  

 Defining the logical database 

5. Implementation and deployment in the Continuous Improvement Tracks 

 Notes on potential usage of the architecture  

 Deployment of the solution in the CITs: database classes and services 

provided by the architecture (interoperability platform) 

6. Conclusions 

 

Intra-WP interconnections and interdependencies are also to be followed, namely with 

the Smart-Rail D5.2 on the governance models (i.e. the ways how to handle the data 

properly), D5.3 on the semantics and ontology model (which defines consistent meaning 

of the concepts for WP5 and for the whole project), and with D5.4 and D5.5 on 

implementing the interoperability platform in the CITs. 

 

1.6 Deviations from original DoW 

1.6.1 Description of work related to deliverable as given in DoW 

This first task focuses on determining the requirements for a data sharing solution, such 

as an interoperability platform, specifying the architecture for such a solution and 

developing software components where needed. Activities that need to be carried out in 

this task include: 

 Ex-ante measurement of the relevant KPIs developed in WP2. 

 Requirements analysis –determine the needs or conditions to be met by the new 

data sharing solution, taking into account potentially conflicting requirements of 

the various stakeholders. 

 Use case drafting - Draft potential use cases of the data sharing solution in 

collaboration with key stakeholders. 

 Functional decomposition of the architecture – Complex architectures can best be 

described when being broken down in smaller parts, based on the tasks that need 

to be performed rather than the data relationships. 

 Fit/gap analysis – compare the existing solutions and platforms (open source, 

Commercial Of The Shelve (COTS)) and their functionality with the needs and 

requirements identified earlier on in this task. 

 Development of components – in order to promote interoperability in the virtual 

data space, e.g. matching algorithms. 

Input from WP 3 and 4 and workshops will be used to collect specific requirements for 

the information exchange from various stakeholders. 

 

1.6.2 Time deviations from original DoW 

No time deviations exist from the current DoW.  

1.6.3 Content deviations from original DoW 

No content deviations exist from the current DoW.  
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2 Requirement analysis 

The main objective of this chapter is to define the requirements for the proposed 

architecture, i.e. to state what is to be done within WP5/D5.1 and why (for what 

purpose). As such, this section refers to the data sharing issues in general, to the 

business processes, stakeholders and existing systems and how they can apply the 

architecture for data sharing amongst themselves. One of the constraints is that 

a solution developed within Smart-Rail will have to operate at particular interfaces 

between stakeholders; these interfaces should be identified. 

Data sharing in the rail sector considers basically two two types of stakeholder 

interactions, namely: 

 Railway Undertaking (RU) – Infrastructure Manager (IM). This part is on 

the optimal utilization of the infrastructure based on TAF/TSI. Additionally, status 

information is shared via two systems, namely Rail Net Europe – Train 

Information System (RNE TIS) and Raildata. 

 Customer – Railway Undertaking (RU) or operator. The actual booking of rail 

transport including prediction of estimated times of arrival (ETA) based on train 

position data. A customer like a Logistics Service Provider (LSP) requires 

synchronisation of different transport legs to optimize costs. This will be explained 

in describing CIT2 (Work Package 7). 

The content of this section is general, i.e not dedicated to specific innovations. Specific 

solutions are dealt with in the CIT’s. This section presents: 

 general business aspects of the rail sector,  

 information aspects with its current data exchange standards,  

 existing systems and solutions. 

To harmonise the proposed architecture with the needs of the CITs, their data 

requirements are analysed within this chapter, and then similar coverage applies for their 

process patterns, concerning the data sharing with the key stakeholders, are sketched 

using the Use Case analysis. 

 

2.1 Business aspects and stakeholder analysis 

The following section provides the analysis of the stakeholders involved in the freight 

transport, or more specifically, in the data exchange related to it. It is based on the 

efforts done in WP2 and WP3.  

In WP3 the stakeholder analysis is done at a broader, more general level, with emphasis 

to the cooperation models and to the value networks. WP5 further elaborates the 

perspective provided by WP3 from an information sharing point of view. It presents an 

interoperability architecture for rail freight transport. 

For example, for the cooperative patterns the various types of service providers and 

operators (LSPs, terminal operators, intermodal operators etc.) do make a difference and 

are therefore considered separately. Also from a data exchange point of view they are 

considered important for rail freight transport since they are customers and the start and 

end of rail freight transport and thus have to synchronize. 

This section on business aspects covers the stakeholders, a first analysis of their data 

requirements based on the business services they provide and consume, and potential 

collaboration protocols (‘transaction choreography’). The data requirements are 
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expressed in terms of data two stakeholders share with each other and will further be 

elaborated in the information aspects (Section 2.2).  

First of all, a general overview of business aspects is provided. Secondly, it will be further 

detailed. 

2.1.1 Logistics chains involving rail transport 

At business level, a logistics chain consists of the following two chains: a physical chain 

and a transaction chain controlling a physical chain. Variations are both in the physical – 

and the transaction chain, e.g. utilizing wagons of a Railway Undertaking, leasing 

wagons, transport between two shunting yards, and direct transport. Physical – and 

transaction chain variations will be explained. 

Currently the following lay-outs of physical processes constituting physical chains of 

particular physical objects are identified (the list may be extended): 

1. Container transport. In the most complex case, the physical chain consists of two 

shunting yards linked to a terminal at start and at destination. A Railway 

Undertalking operates a train between these shunting yards. From origin to 

destination, many stations may be passed. CIT3 (WP8) of Smart-Rail has this type 

of physical processes in the Rotterdam Port. A more simple situation is where 

transhipment - and train composition services are combined by a rail terminal, 

e.g. in Zaragoza Logistics Center and Interporto Bologna.  

2. Trailer transport (RoRo). A trailer is loaded on a wagon at a railway station or 

terminal, transported to its destination and picked up by a trucker at that 

destination. CIT2 (WP7) is an example of this type of physical chain. 

3. Bulk transport. Dry – (e.g. grain and steel) and liquid bulk (e.g. chemicals) is 

transported between two storage locations. Like in container transport, either 

a train is (de)composed at a shunting yard or at its origin or destination. In the 

latter case, it is a full train directly between origin and destination, which is for 

instance the case for steel transport by rail. 

A transaction tree in Figure 2-1 visualizes the transaction chain controlling a particular 

physical chain. The leaves of the tree represent the stakeholders that are responsible for 

a physical process, e.g. a Railway Undertaking actually operating a train. Each branch in 

a tree represents the value or business service provided by a lower node to a higher one 

in the tree with a business transaction. A business service is applicable to particular 

physical objects, namely those that are presented by a customer, e.g. forwarder or LSP, 

for transport by rail. The goal of a customer is expressed similar as a business service of 

a stakeholder, implying it has the same properties in terms of semantic modelling, and 

needs to be matched with a business service.  

The following figure shows an example of a transaction tree. Cargo is transport from one 

terminal to another as shown by the arrow. Details of physical transport are not shown, 

but they consist of: transport from a terminal operator to a shunting yard, transport from 

one shunting yard to another, and transport from a shunting yard to a terminal that is 

the final destination of the cargo. Transport between shunting yards is cross-border: two 

Infrastructure Managers are involved.  

In this example, a customer (meaning a shipper or LSP here as in Figure 2-1 below) 

initiates transport of cargo by rail via an order to a Railway Undertaking. Based on 

allocated paths with both Infrastructure Managers and its local branch in the other 

country, the Railway Undertaking in the country of origin of the cargo (from the 

perspective of rail transport) arranges transport and informs the Infrastructure Manager 

and Railway Undertaking of the train with the cargo. Furthermore, a customer has 

transactions with the terminal operators. 
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The leaves in the tree have to synchronize their processes, shown by a dotted line with 

two arrows. For instance, both Infrastructure Managers have to synchronize trains 

running on their tracks. Furthermore, each Infrastructure Manager synchronizes 

processes with a shunting yard, where these shunting yards are considered to be part of 

the organization of these Infrastructure Managers.  

 

Figure 2-1: Example of a transaction tree for rail transport  

In some occasions, the synchronisation between a shunting yard and a terminal operator 

is minimal like in CIT3, where the port authority has outsourced local operation to a third 

party operating trains between the shunting yard and terminals. This local operator does 

not have a contract with a terminal or a shunting yard. 

In the example, each branch in the transaction tree reflects an outsourcing relation, 

initiated by a business transaction based on a business service (see next section). For 

instance, a Railway Undertaking has outsourced path allocation to an Infrastructure 

Manager on behalf of a customer(s). The result of an outsourced transaction is reported 

back to the transaction initiating the outsourced relation. A Railway Undertaking reports 

for instance the result of utilization of a path to its customer. 

A physical chain can have various transaction chains, where basic differences are in 

supplying rolling stock and personnel. One operator will coordinate leasing of for instance 

rolling stock and personnel, and actual transport by a Railway Undertaking. On the other 

hand, local transport between a shunting yard and a terminal may be organized by a 

third party, e.g. the Rotterdam Port Authority organizes transport of wagons from and to 

terminals in the Rotterdam Port area. 

Within a transaction chain, the following stakeholder roles can be present with their 

business services: Infrastructure Manager, Railway Undertaking, Operator, and Leasing 

Company (see also D3.1). Adjacent stakeholders that need to be considered to 

complement the physical processes are: shunting yard, stevedore/terminal operator. 

Business services are the building blocks for composing these variations of transaction 

chains that control their corresponding physical chains. It is up to each stakeholder to 

decide how to organize its service delivery, either by outsourcing particular parts, e.g. 
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leasing rolling stock, or by providing it themselves. Each Continuous Improvement Track 

(CIT) will produce its logical and transaction chain. 

 

2.1.2 Stakeholders in the logistic chains 

The following table shows, based on the analysis done especially in WP4, the relevant 

stakeholders in the logistic chains in general, i.e. not limited to the rail business itself. 

The table identifies the most important roles of each in the logistic services; the order of 

items is rather arbitrary. More detailed explanation of the stakeholders is included in the 

WP4 as well. 

 

Table 2-1: Description of stakeholders in the logistic chains 

Stakeholder Role / value provided 

Shipper Contracting party (person or company) entitled to give orders and 
instructions about its shipment to the accepting (issuing) carrier, 
simultaneously assuming full responsibility for any charges arising, 
until the moment the receiver has signed for receipt; basically the 
customer of the transport service. 

Customer or receiver  Recipient of a good or a service, or a product. 

Logistics service 

provider / Forwarder 

Party organizing transport in the logistic chain for its customers; 

a possible partner entity for the stakeholders involved in the railway 
leg. 

Intermodal operator  Besides the Logistics Service provider in most of the intermodal 

supply chains an intermodal operator is a stakeholder. Its role is 
often limited in organizing and selling slots for loading units e.g. 

containers on a train. In this role they are one of the suppliers of the 
Logistics Service Provider. 

Port authority Authority that operates sea ports and other transportation 
infrastructure. 

Terminal operator Logistic operator, serving a specific intermodal or logistic terminal 
and providing services as transloading, warehousing, etc. Terminal 
operators must ensure the safe and efficient delivery and packing up 
of goods on ships, trains and trucks, for instance. 

Rail terminal operator Differentiation of a terminal operator: an optionally independent 
operator of a generic railway terminal, or a freight station, shunting 
station, or industry railway. 

Railway operator (RO) 
and Forwarder 

Party that organises rail transports, but do not necessarily undertake 
it themselves. The logistics organisation commissioned by the 
forwarder begins with the choice of RU to carry out the transport, 
the provision of the wagons (in case the forwarder does not provide 
them himself) and can also include the combination of different 
forwarders in separate trains. In addition the operators have a role 

as the people responsible for making arrangements. At the same 
time the operators also have, in general, their own wagon fleets.  
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Railway undertaking 
(RU) 

Party that provides services for the transport of goods and/or 
passengers by rail. Most RUs must have a contract with relevant 
infrastructure managers in order to get track access. RUs provide 

traction for the trains between their origin and destination as well as 
shunting services. In addition to this, RUs provide their own services 
for (rail-) forwarders and shippers directly (all possible services 
which are not intermodal). 

 

Rolling stock leasing 
company (Traction 
provider and Wagon 
keeper) 

Company that owns locomotives and/or wagons and leases them to 
other railway undertakings. 

Railway infrastructure 
manager (IM) 

Party responsible for establishing, managing and maintaining railway 
infrastructure, including traffic management and control-command 
and signalling. 

Corridor manager Party responsible for the management of the six international rail 

freight corridors that became operational on November 2013. Within 
the six corridors, railway infrastructure managers (IMs) are 
cooperating across borders with the goal to improve service quality 
and reliability. 

Other stakeholders 

These stakeholders are not directly in the supply chain but might influence the interventions. 

EU/Countries/ 
Regions (CIT1) 

Responsible for providing appropriate subsidies for the construction 
of infrastructure, supporting of research, and the implementation of 

new ideas. 

Shipping lines (CIT2, 
where applicable) 

Provide maritime container transport. Besides the vessels, shipping 
line is also owner or lessee of containers in which the good is 
transported. Besides port-to-port service, shipping lines sometimes 
offer door-to-door and port-to-inland terminal service. They offer a 

more active role in developing hinterland intermodal network (rail 
shuttles to inland terminals), lower prices to customers.  

Ministry of transport 
(CIT2) 

Coordinating and realizing of national transport policies. They 
promote the intermodal (and implicitly rail freight transport) 

transport via various policies and regulatives.  

National transport 
authorities (CIT2) 

Administrative and supervision activities related to transport. 
Monitoring the market participants’ activity and operation. They 
support road-to-rail intermodal shift by more efficient measures.  

Road and waterway 
infrastructure 
manager (CIT3) 

Responsible for the design, construction, management and 
maintenance of the main infrastructure facilities in the Netherlands. 
Also facilitating changes in infrastructure. 

LSP’s for other 
modalities like 
trucking and maritime 
transport (CIT3) 

Service providers for other modalities offer services for transport as 
flexible, cost effective and reliable as possible 
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Ministry of 
Infrastructure and the 
Environment (CIT3) 

Prioritizing utilisation of available infrastructure capacity 

 

2.1.3 Railway freight stakeholders 

The underlying structures for logistics chains are based on business services provided by 

stakeholders. Business services lead to business transactions triggered by for instance 

orders. Business aspects comprise the following elements: 

 

Table 2-2: Business aspecst of the railway freight  

Task Options applicable 

Stakeholders 
- operational 

 shipper 

 consignee 

 forwarder 

 Logistic Service Provider 

 carrier/Railway Undertaking 

 stevedore/terminal operator 

 operator (rail, barge) 

 Infrastructure Manager 

 Shunting yard 

 Vehicle keeper 

 Leasing company 

 Individual 

Stakeholders 
- authorities 

 National safety authority 

 Police (river, port, …) 

 Statistics 

Business 
services  

 transport 

 documentation production 

 infrastructure capacity (path) 

 rolling stock  

 train composition  

 temporary staffing  

Physical 

objects 

 products 

      dry bulk 

      liquid bulk 

 packaging resources 
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      containers 

 movable resources 

      truck 

      trailer 

      train 

      wagon 

      traction 

 infrastructure 

 rail 

Physical 

processes 

 transport (arrive, depart) 

 tranship (discharge, load) 

 shunting 

 

In the previous table, an individual can have different roles, namely as an employee of 

a stakeholder or temporary personnel provided by a leasing company as part of its 

temporary staffing services. The capabilities of an individual can be expressed in 

certificates, probably assigned with a role (e.g. an engine driver). 

The following pages provide relevant cross-reference tables between various business 

aspects, e.g. between stakeholders and business services. They serve as a constraint, 

e.g. traction services comprise the provision of traction at a time and location for 

a specific duration, where the traction will be available at another location. 

Each of the entries in the previous table requires a definition. The key concepts are 

defined in the next paragraphs. Additionally, stakeholders are defined as follows: 

 

Table 2-3: Railway freight stakeholders 

Stakeholder Role / value provided 

Customer Customer is the one that requires particular cargo to be 

transported by rail. A shipper, a forwarder, an LSP, or 

a carrier can be customer of rail transport services. A shipper, 

consignee, forwarder or LSP can be a customer. 

Forwarder An enterprise acting on behalf of a shipper or consignee for 

arranging (multi-modal) transport compliant with 

(inter)national laws and regulations. 

LSP (Logistic Service 

Provider) 

LSP is an entity organising transport in the logistic chain for 

its customers; a possible partner entity for the stakeholders 

involved in the railway leg. 1PL, 2PL, 3PL, 4PL are varying 

types of the LSPs (First Party Logistics Service Provider, 

Second etc.), differing in the type of services provided and in 

the level of outsourcing: 

- 1PL means that the logistic services are done by 
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Stakeholder Role / value provided 

a shipper or consignee; they have their own assets. 

Some large retail chains are examples. 

- 2PL is an enterprise that provides one particular 

function in a chain with its own assets, e.g. a terminal 

or a carrier with its own (fleet of) truck(s), vessel(s), 

airplanes, and rolling stock. These enterprises have a 

specific name, directly related to their transport 

modality, like Railway Undertaking for rail, shipping 

line for sea, barge operator for inland waterways, 

terminal for transhipment between sea/inland 

waterways and land, and cross-docking between 

different trucks. 

- 3PL is an LSP providing composite services like 

transport and warehousing, (re-)packing, etc. 

- 4PL an independent supply chain operator, i.e. a non-

asset based integrator, providing supply chain 

solutions for its customers. 

- 5PL an independent supply network operator 

Railway undertaking 

(RU) 

Any public or private undertaking licensed according to 

Directive 2012/34/EU, whose principal business is to provide 

services for the transport of goods and/or passengers by rail. 

The undertakings must ensure traction; this also includes 

undertakings, which provide traction only. An RU is an 

example of a 2PL.  

An RU can have different roles: 

- Lead Railway Undertaking (LRU)- the responsible 

RU, which organizes and manages the transport line 

according to the customer's commitment. It is the 

single point of contact for the customer. If more than 

one RU is involved in the transport chain, then the LRU 

is responsible for coordination of the various Railway 

Undertakings. A customer may be especially for 

intermodal transport an intermodal service integrator. 

- Applicant is a licensed RU and/or an international 

grouping of RUs, including other persons and/or legal 

entities with public service or commercial interest (in 

Member States which provide for such a possibility) in 

procuring infrastructure capacity, such as public 

authorities under Council Regulation (EEC) No 1191/69 

and shippers, freight forwarders and combined 

transport operators, for the operation of railway 

service on their respective territories. 

Infrastructure 

manager (IM) 

An organization responsible particularly for establishing, 

managing and maintaining railway infrastructure, including 

traffic management and control-command and signalling; 

functions of the IM on a network may be allocated to different 

bodies or companies. It must provide fair, non-discriminatory 

access to the railway infrastructure; its tasks include path 
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Stakeholder Role / value provided 

allocation, traffic control and more. 

Vehicle keeper In Directive 2008/57/EC, Art. 2: “the person or entity that, 

being the owner of a vehicle or having the right to use it, 

exploits the vehicle as a means of transport and is registered 

as such in the national vehicle register referred to in Article 

33”. A Leasing Company or a Railway Undertaking can be 

a vehicle keeper in this sense. 

Vehicle owner This is the unique entity that has the proprietary control of 

the vehicle as a capital asset. The owner might not be the 

current keeper of the vehicle, but can appoint a different 

keeper. A Leasing Company or a Railway Undertaking can be 

a vehicle owner. 

Port Authority This is an entity ensuring safety and security in a seaport 

(public task) and providing and maintaining facilities (quays, 

land, shunting yards) for that can be used for transshipment 

of cargo between deepsea and short sea vessels on the one 

hand and other transport modalities (barge, rail, road) on the 

other hand (private task). 

Terminal operator Generally a logistic operator, serving a specific intermodal or 

logistic terminal and providing services as transloading, 

warehousing etc. Terminal operators must ensure the safe 

and efficient delivery and packing up of goods on ships and 

trucks, for instance. A possible partner entity for the 

stakeholders involved in the railway leg 

Shipper The contracting party (person or company) entitled to give 

orders and instructions about its shipment to the accepting 

(issuing) carrier, simultaneously assuming full responsibility 

for any charges arising, until the moment the consignee has 

signed for receipt; basically the customer of the transport 

service (consignor, goods sender). 

Rail terminal operator An optionally independent operator of a generic railway 

terminal, or a freight station, shunting station, or industry 

railway. Whereas a shipping line is the customer of a terminal 

operator or stevedore, an RU or IM are the customer of a rail 

operator. 

NSA (National Safety 

Authority) 

An entity defined in Article 3(g) of Directive 2004/49/EC, 

responsible for the safety issues on the railway network, 

including among others vehicle authorisation, technical 

devices approval, investigating accidents etc. 
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2.1.4 Governing rail transport 

Different authorities are involved for governing logistics chains, each from its own 

perspective. Governance is mainly outside the scope of the Smart-Rail project, but 

should be part of an interoperability architecture, since it influences and provides 

boundaries for rail transport. The following perspectives are considered: 

 Safety perspective. Societal safety is governed by particular authorities. The 

safety perspective considers different views like 

o Personnel: the personnel need to have the appropriate qualifications for 

operating rolling stock and other processes in the rail sector. Inspection is 

a way to govern this perspective. 

o Rolling stock: rolling stock needs to adhere to national and EU rules and 

regulations. Maintenance, with related certificates, and inspection are two 

ways to govern this perspective. In case national rules and regulations are 

applicable, particular permits for operating rolling stock in a particular EU 

Member State are required. 

o Cargo: national and EU rules and regulations for dangerous cargo are 

applicable. These rules may enforce particular itineraries for transport of 

dangerous cargo and thus are applicable to the business services. 

Particular documentation has to be present for operating a train in 

a particular Member State; if not present, this may cause delays. 

 Security perspective. The security perspective has a focus on illicit trafficking of 

both cargo and individuals. The police, e.g. Interpol, requires information on cargo 

flows by rail with potential stops. These rules and inspections may limit potential 

rail transport, e.g. inspection of rail transport of cargo via the Channel tunnel 

causes delays. 

 VAT and trade perspective. Customs authorities require data of transit cargo flows 

within the EU that are either imported in or exported from an EU Member State to 

be sure that appropriate VAT is paid and (international) trade rules are applied 

(e.g. particular trade rules for goods to Russia). A so-called transit accompanying 

document needs to be present with a train. It is not required for goods flows 

within the EU (i.e. between the different EU Member States). 

Each of the governing authorities has implemented its particular mechanisms to assess 

required data, e.g. accompanying documents, certificates, and permits. In other 

modalities, EU applications have been developed to store and access relevant data in one 

location, e.g. the European Hull database for inland waterways. Other solutions in for 

instance the VAT and trade perspective seek to re-use trade data (piggy-backing) of 

a logistics chain (the so-called data pipeline). Similar solutions might be considered for 

rail transport, but are currently outside the scope of the Smart-Rail project.  

 

2.1.5 Business services and stakeholders 

The value model of the rail sector (Deliverable Smart-Rail D3.1) provides an overview of 

services delivered by particular stakeholders. Table 2-4 provides a summary of the 

services relevant for the scope of this WP. Only those stakeholders and business services 

are listed, that are also present in the overview table. 

These services are at the business level and are therefore called business services. 

Business services are the basis for constructing logistics chains. Each business 

transaction, which consists of booking and executing of physical processes, refers to 

a particular business service.  

A particular stakeholder provides a business service. A timetable can be considered as 

the composition of one or more business services. For instance, if the timetable is 
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between two railway stations, it is one business service. If however, freight can be 

loaded or discharged between its beginning and end station, it can be considered as 

a composite business service. Each individual business service in this example is 

transport between a load and discharge station. 

 

Table 2-4: Business services and stakeholders 

Stakeholder Business 
service(s) 
provision 
(capabilities) 

Business service 
consumption 
(goals) 

Remarks 

Forwarder Transport - and 

documentation 
services 

Transport -, 

transhipment -, and 
warehousing services. 

A forwarder only arranges 

these services on behalf of its 
customer. These services are 
international, multimodal 
services. 

Logistic Service 
Provider (LSP) 

Transport-, 
documentation –, 

vendor managed 
inventory -, and 
warehousing 
services 

Transport -, 
transhipment -, and 

warehousing services. 

An LSP arranges these 
services on behalf of its 

customer. 

Carrier/Railway 

Undertaking 

Transport services Transport services (of 

other carriers) 

The actual physical transport 

of cargo by a means of 
transport with a modality 
between any given two 
locations with a particular 

quality (duration, reliability, 
etc., see KPIs of D3.1). 

Stevedore/terminal 
operator 

Transshipment 
services (and 
temporary storage 
services) 

- Transshipment may imply 
that cargo can be stored 
temporarily according to 
rates and conditions. 
Transshipment is always 
between at least two 

modalities (otherwise it is 
called for instance cross-
docking for road). 

Sometimes a stevedore also 
acts as carrier for inland 
transport, however, in the 
role of forwarder. 

Operator  
(rail, barge) 

Transport services Transport services (of 
railway undertaking, 
shipper, etc.) 

Arrangement of transport 
services that are executed by 
a Railway Undertaking. 

Infrastructure 

Manager 

Infrastructure 

services 

- Providing access to a safe 

and secure infrastructure, for 
instance a path between any 
two locations for a given 
period. 
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Stakeholder Business 
service(s) 
provision 
(capabilities) 

Business service 
consumption 
(goals) 

Remarks 

Shunting yard Train composition 
– and temporary 
parking (storage) 
service 

 Wagons, traction, etc. are 
combined to a train. 
A shunting yard also provides 
parking services for wagons, 
which we have indicated as 

‘storage’. 

Leasing company Rolling stock – 
and/or temporary 
staffing services 

Potentially rolling 
stock – and 
temporary staffing 

services of other 
leasing companies 

Rolling stock comprises 
wagons, traction, etc. 
A leasing company may 

provided both or either of 
these two services.  

Individual Temporary staffing 
services (mostly 
offered via 
a Leasing – or 
temporary staffing 
company) 

 Although not common, an 
individual may also offer 
himself for temporary work. 

Smart-Rail deliverable D3.1 provides a value model visualizing whom offers which 

business services. The previous table already indicates which types of services are 

required by a particular stakeholder; they can conceptually be mapped to services 

provided by another stakeholder.  

 

2.1.6 Business transaction phases and interaction sequencing 

Section 2.1.1 shows an example of a transaction tree, whereas the concept of 

transactions is generalized in section 2.1.2 in line with value modelling in Smart-Rail 

deliverable D3.1. This section introduces the transaction phases as a basis for specifying 

the interaction sequence diagrams between different stakeholders participating in 

a transaction tree. 

Each transaction has to adhere to particular phases, e.g. a booking can lead to a contract 

with orders and reports. Table 2-5 lists the transaction phases and their interactions; the 

sequencing of the transaction phases is visualized in Figure 2-2.  

 

Table 2-5: Business transaction phases 

Phase Interaction type Examples  

Booking or offering Booking request Provisional booking, transport booking 

Booking confirmation 

Conclude contract 

Execution planning Instruction Path request, Transport order, load list 
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Plan Path, transport plan 

Execution Report or event Loaded, departed, arrived, delayed… 

Cancellation Cancel  

Cancel confirmation 

Cancel reject 

 

A booking phase can be preceded by a search for particular business services, resulting 

in one or more potential providers. It is up to a customer to identify whether or not to 

initiate a booking phase with one or more of these potential providers.  

 

 

Figure 2-2: Transaction phases  

 

In most cases, the booking phase is only once, resulting in a framework contract 

between a service provider and its customer. For instance, an operator may have various 

framework contracts with different customers and plan a regular schedule for particular 

trains between for instance the port of Rotterdam and Germany. These framework 

contracts may be for a year, e.g. a yearly planning of paths between a Railway 

Undertaking and an Infrastructure Manager, where these plannings are refined during 

execution (when a train actually needs to utilize the infrastructure). Another example of 

a type of contract is yearly path allocation between a Railway Undertaking and an 

Infrastructure Manager, where these paths can be updated on a regular basis (e.g. 

monthly). Each path can only be used once, resulting in one order. 

These framework contracts are an important feature between the RU and IM, as they 

offer flexibility in the whole system for the rather frequent case that the plans are not 

executed at the end. 

Thus, depending on the business strategy of service providers and customers, particular 

phases are per individual transaction or for a particular duration (e.g. a year) with 

a framework contract. 

The execution phase could be implemented by detecting locations, speed and directions 

of trains using sensor – or other technology. These detections may result in changes of 
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Estimated Time of Arrival. Sensor technology or Service Providers aggregating sensor 

data could generate events reflecting particular milestones in transport. 

These transaction phases and their interactions can be applied to transaction trees and 

model the interaction sequencing in these trees. Interaction sequencing is visualized as 

Unified Modelling Language (UML) sequence diagrams, where a line represents a 

stakeholder. A sequence diagram only visualizes one possible sequence of interactions, 

there are various sequences feasible depending also on situations like delays, 

disruptions, etc. Another variant of a sequence diagram is given by an outsourcing 

strategy of each participant. For instance, a customer can first trigger a transaction with 

a Railway Undertaker before actually initiating the transaction with the terminal 

operator(s) or the other way round. 

One example of a sequence diagram of the transaction tree of Figure 2-1 is given below, 

where it is assumed that a framework contract exists between each two pairs of 

stakeholders participating in a business transaction, e.g. a Railway Undertaking has 

paths allocated with an Infrastructure Manager. 

 

 

Figure 2-3: Example of an interaction sequencing diagram of a rail logistics chain  

 

The example probably does not reflect reality, reports are for instance not generated by 

Infrastructure Managers to Railway Undertakings, but these are stored by Rail Net 

Europe (see further). Conceptually, these reports are however present. 

Another addition is that possibly the labels of the interactions need to be changed 

according to those used in practice. For instance, the order between a customer and 

Railway Undertaking is mostly called a transport order. 

Customer Railway Undertaking Infrastructure Manager Railway Undertaking Infrastructure ManagerTerminal Operator Terminal Operator
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2.2 Information aspects of the rail sector 

This section introduces data semantics and refers to relevant standards implementing 

particular interactions. These semantic models, developed in Task 5.3, will detail any 

information aspects provided in this deliverable. Systems supporting particular 

interactions are mentioned in the next section. 

2.2.1 Business services and high level data objects 

To be able to deliver value, data needs to be shared amongst stakeholders. The 

stakeholder providing a particular business service requires data of a customer matching 

that business service. 

Business services are always considering particular physical objects with their 

characteristics and potentially transport modalities with their means. These are called the 

properties of business services, they are relevant for information sharing. For instance, 

a transport service always considers cargo and transport means and their properties. The 

following table identifies the main properties of the applicable business services for rail, 

based on main logistics concepts ‘time’, ‘location’, ‘products’, ‘cargo’, ‘resources’ (i.e. 

rolling stock), and ‘transport mode’, where one of the transport modes is always rail. 

Products will only be considered from the perspective of cargo as dry – or liquid bulk. 

 

Table 2-6: Main properties of the business services for rail 

Business 
service(s) 
provision 
(capabilities) 

Time Location Cargo Resource Transport 
mode 

Transport 
services 

(average) 
duration 

Any two 
locations, e.g. 

two stations, 
shunting 
yards, etc. This 
may result in a 
timetable. Also 
regions or 

(TEN-T) 
corridors might 
be given. 

Containers, 
dry- and liquid 

bulk, all with 
their specific 
properties 
(e.g. 
dimensions), 
RoRo 

(trailers) 

(certified) 
rolling stock, 

(qualified) 
personnel, 
train 

Rail 

Transshipment 
services  

(average) 
duration  

Hub (terminal) 
with its assets  

Containers, 
dry- and liquid 
bulk, all with 

their specific 

properties 
(e.g. 
dimensions), 
RoRo 
(trailers) 

 Rail-road 

Rail-sea 

Rail-barge 

Infrastructure 
services 

Time windows 
with an 
average 

 Rolling stock Paths on 
national 
Infrastructure 

Rail 
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Business 
service(s) 
provision 
(capabilities) 

Time Location Cargo Resource Transport 
mode 

duration capacity 

Train compo-
sition services 

Average 
duration? 

Yard with its 
assets 

Rolling stock  Rail 

Rolling stock 
services 

   (certified) 
rolling stock  

Rail 

Temporary 
staffing services 

   (qualified) 
personnel 

Rail 

 

The (average) duration of a service is not always known in advance, e.g. in the case of 

train composition services. 

Based on these generic properties of a business service, data exchange requirements can 

be formulated. Like stated before, a transport service requires for instance the cargo to 

be transported, the expected duration, and two locations, generally known as Place of 

Acceptance and – Delivery (synonyms are pickup - and drop off location or station 

respectively). Additionally, the transport service provider needs to know the time 

(window) at which the cargo is available for transport and the time (window) for 

delivering it at a destination.  

Additionally, properties of the cargo need to be known for those service providers that 

handle various types of cargo: 

 Dimensions of the cargo like weight, volume, length, width and height 

 Any requirements regarding temperature setting to avoid quality degradation of 

cargo during transport (‘reefer’). 

 Dangerous cargo details that provide restriction from a safety perspective and 

may lead to (binding) itineraries. 

Of course, also properties for the other physical objects like rolling stock need to be 

specified. For instance a train can have a maximal length, possibly expressed in number 

of wagons of a particular type. All relevant properties will be part of a semantic model 

specified by WP5, task 5.3. 
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2.2.2 Data exchange 

Section 2.1.6 introduced the concept of business transaction phases and relevant 

interactions. It showed a potential interaction sequence for an example of a logistics 

chain. It also illustrated that particular transaction phases resulted in framework 

contracts, where these contracts can be updated regularly (e.g. in case of paths). 

The most significant areas of data to be exchanged among the stakeholders are: 

 Reference data. This is generic data used for the transport of cargo by rail. It 

comprises: 

o Organizational structures – the identification data of a company as 

a legal entity with its relevant (national) branches. 

o Infrastructure data – static description of the underlying infrastructure 

and/or corridors (TEN-T) of the infrastructure. Also hubs (stations, yards) 

are part of the infrastructure data. Infrastructure data will be represented 

with coordinates to be able to view it on a map. 

o Code lists – all code values relevant to organizing rail freight transport. 

These code values can be used to validate transactional data. 

 Business services and goals – business services provided by service providers 

and goals of customers with their properties. Possibly, only business services are 

published, since customer goals need to be formulated in terms of available 

business services. The following types of business services are distinguished: 

o Long term business services – generic services provided by 

a stakeholder, e.g. the ability of a leasing company to provide rolling stock. 

Relevant properties of business services are provided in the previous 

section. 

o Timetables – timetables of regular transport services between railways 

stations (and/or shunting yards), listing intermediate stations at which 

freight can be loaded (or wagons can be added) and discharged from a 

train with interchange times, etc. Operators and Railway Undertakings can 

provide schedules, based on allocated paths. 

A schedule is considered to be a special type of business service of type 

transport. Basically, a schedule can be represented by a number of 

transport services between each station at which freight can be loaded or 

discharged. By representing it as a schedule, the number of business 

services is limited. 

Like a business service, a schedule will have properties. For instance a 

particular train on a schedule may pass stations or urban areas that have 

restrictions for carrying dangerous cargo. 

o Available capacity – spare capacity on a scheduled trip. Like a business 

service or schedule, particular properties are provided, but for a particular 

time during which the trip is to be executed. 

 Transaction data – transaction data is all relevant data to execute a particular 

business service and the result of its execution. Depending on a transaction phase 

and the way it is implemented, e.g. whether or not a framework contract, the 

following data needs to be shared: 

o Booking phase – sufficient data required by a service provider to actually 

deliver a business service. It may include totals of the cargo or the length 

of a train, an indication of the goals in a particular period and the related 

offer of capacity of a provider in that period. For instance, a Railway 

Undertaking may request to run a daily container train with a minimal and 

maximal length between the Port of Rotterdam and particular stations in 

Germany, where the train leaves Rotterdam before 10:00 in the morning. 

It results in proposals of one or more paths, from which a Railway 
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Undertaking can select one (if more than one) resulting in a contract. 

A contract will also contain agreements on charges and any specific 

payment conditions (e.g. monthly invoicing of provided services). 

o Execution Planning phase – a service provider requires details of the 

physical objects subject to a business service. For instance, if containers 

are to be transported by a Railway Undertaking, the container numbers, 

weights, and date/times at which the containers are ready for transport at 

a location and need to be present at their destination are provided. Since 

the execution refers to a contract, e.g. a specific path, a service provider 

only provides planning details if those are not part of or differ from the 

contract. For instance, a transport contract between a customer and 

Railway Undertaking will not contain detailed planning information. Another 

example where an Infrastructure Manager does not provide additional 

planning data is the use of a particular path within a yearly contract. 

o Execution phase – the results of delivering a service are provided by a 

business service provider to its customer. Service delivery can be on 

particular milestones that will be listed hereafter. Service delivery triggers 

financial processes according to conditions agreed in a contract. 

Possibly, invoicing currently serves as a way of reporting, i.e. it lists the 

services provided including details of charges. Separation of invoicing and 

service reporting is known to improve financial processes and increase 

visibility.  

 Maintenance and disruption data – relevant data of unavailability of a 

particular business service. Mostly, disruptions and planned maintenance of the 

infrastructure is considered, but also unavailability of rolling stock due to 

maintenance can be indicated. Unavailability of a business service may impact 

another business service, for instance unavailability of infrastructure capacity for 

planned maintenance will impact transport services provided by a leasing 

company. The following distinction is made: 

o Accidents or incidents (unplanned) – an indication of potential delays 

on particular tracks or paths caused by unforeseen accidents or incidents. 

Besides a start time, an estimated end time of a disruption needs to be 

provided. In case of an accident or incident of rolling stock, i.e. a leasing 

company cannot provide a service, a rollback (cancellation) of an order 

with for instance a Railway Undertaking is arranged. 

o Maintenance (planned) – maintenance on tracks with a planned start – 

and end time (time includes a day and/or a period of regular maintenance, 

e.g. monthly maintenance of the Betuwelijn over a given period). Potential 

extra travel time on a particular track can also be provided. 

o Strike (planned/unplanned) – personnel operating trains or the 

infrastructure are on strike. An area (e.g. a country) should be given a 

start time, and potentially an end time of the strike. In case of strike of 

infrastructure personnel, trains cannot be operated for the indicated area 

and time. 

There are different technical solutions to share data, e.g. messaging, events, Linked 

Data, and/or IT services (APIs: Application Programming Interfaces). These technical 

solutions can have different ways of technically representing data, e.g. EDI, XML or 

JSON. A particular technical solution best fits a data set like shown in the next table: 
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Table 2-7: Data sets relevant to the rail sector 

Data set Data exchange 
mechanism 

Remarks 

Reference data Linked data Reference data can be stored separately and needs 
to be accessible via unique identifications (links) 
and/or clearly search algorithms. For instance, 
when entering an organisation name, a pop-up of 
names in reference data should be supplied. 
Technically, it can be stored as XML data or in 
a different format. 

Business services   

 Long term services Linked data Like reference data, business services should be 
published (in for instance a registry) and made 
available for search. 

 Schedules Linked data  

 Available capacity Event Available capacity can be published in terms of an 
event that is broadcasted to a (potential 
community of) customer(s). 

Transaction data   

 Booking phase Messaging (or events 
with APIs) 

Messaging is traditionally used for bookings and 
offers. However, events might also be generated to 
provide access to booking data via an API. Service 
provider is not required to store booking data itself 

 Execution planning Messaging (or events 
with APIs) 

Messaging is traditionally used for orders and 
planning. However, events might also be generated 
to provide access to order data via an API. It does 
not require a service provider to store order data 
itself, but complement it with its own planning data 
(made accessible via an event with an API). 

 Execution 
(milestones) 

Events Indication that a milestone is reached, either 
generated by sensors (IoT) or a platform/system. 

Maintenance and disruptions 

 Maintenance Events and API Events can be broadcasted to all subscribers, but 
data still needs to be accessible via an API. 

 Disruptions Events and API Events can be broadcasted to all subscribers, but 
data still needs to be accessible via an API. 

 Strike Events and API Events can be broadcasted to all subscribers, but 
data still needs to be accessible via an API. 
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2.2.3 Milestones, events, and communities 

Supply chain visibility is relevant to the execution phase of a transaction. Visibility allows 

stakeholders to replan activities based on detecting delays, early arrival or improved ETA 

prediction. These delays stem from so-called milestones: relevant progress made in 

logistics processes. A distinction is made into physical and business process milestones: 

physical milestones reflect the progress of the physical processes and business process 

milestones that of processes controlling physical processes. A train arriving at a certain 

shunting yard at a particular time is an example of a physical milestone. An ETA 

prediction based on a physical milestone is an example of a business process milestone. 

The objective is to create transparency of the physical processes by providing milestones, 

e.g. container or train milestones. These milestones can be generated as events by 

sensors, collected by back-office IT systems of stakeholders or by platforms for instance 

collecting AIS (Automatic Identification System) of vessels and barges, truck data of On 

Board Units of providers, and train position data (Rail Net Europe, RNE). Sensors can also 

produce particular milestones, e.g. the temperature setting of a particular container or 

a wagon. Annex A lists the relevant physical milestones for Smart-Rail.  

Milestones represent the progress in processes. For instance, a train with its wagons 

has left a station or has passed a particular station with a defined speed. Milestones can 

be collected in different ways, for instance by detecting a train passing a certain location 

or entering data on the departure date and time of a train. We identify different types of 

milestones, like physical ones reflecting the progress of physical processes and business 

process milestones like the availability of for instance a contract of carriage. Sensors can 

also produce particular cargo or wagon status related data like detection of opening a 

wagon door or a temperature. 

These milestones are all stored in IT systems of a stakeholder and not automatically 

forwarded to another stakeholders. Events are used to share milestones between 

different IT systems. These events reflect who submits a milestone, at what time and the 

actual milestone with its timestamp. It enables a recipient of an event to identify the 

source and the time the milestone was  entered in an IT system. The timestamp of an 

event may differ from that of a milestone; there can be a delay between actually 

detecting a milestone and reception of that milestone by a stakeholder caused by for 

instance intermediate systems processing the milestones. For instance, the location of a 

train is detected by an IM, passed on to RNE, which forwards it to Raildata and provides 

it as input to Smart-Rail.  

Not always everyone may have access to particular milestones, there has to be some 

type of governance approach, as will be developed by task 5.3. RNE and Raildata already 

have implemented governance mechanisms which allow for instance that only particular 

RUs that are registered as customer of an IM can receive location data. Particular 

mechanisms are already indicated in this  document for implementation in the Smart-Rail 

platform. 

In this version of the deliverable, the community concept approach is proposed. 

A community is created for a specific object and all the participants of the community 

are allowed to receive or access data that is relevant to their operation in this 

community. A community has a community manager, e.g. the stakeholder establishing 

the community. A community manager is able to invite members to its community. 

The lifetime of a community can be for a particular object, e.g. a particular trailer on 

a wagon that needs to be traced during transport or a train. A community can also be 

established for a longer period reflecting framework contracts amongst participants. For 

instance, RU’s will have framework contracts with IMs that are stored by RNE. 
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The concept ‘community’ can have two particular functions, namely: 

 It provides a milestone template that provides a set of milestones generally 

produced by that community. For instance, a rail community can set the 

milestones and the roles that are expected to produce these milestones. Any 

stakeholder can become a member of a community with a specific role and agree 

to produce particular milestones in that role. 

 It consists of particular end-users that collaborate for a specific purpose, e.g. to 

transport a trailer on a particular train to the south of France (CIT2). This is a 

dynamic community, where the community may produce milestones in 

accordance to its template. 

Annex B provides the proposed event structure for sharing milestones. 

 

2.3 Data requirements of the Continuous Improvement Tracks 

The following section defines the requirements of each Continuous Improvement Track 

(CIT), and reflects the approach of each of them in the sense of data sharing. Based on 

the analysis of each CIT, the common approach(es) are to be identified. Typical 

architectural questions to be addressed in this section within the requirements of each 

CIT include: 

 Static data versus dynamic data 

 Frequency of changes/validity/updates (on the data provider side) 

 Typical frequency of access/usage 

 User(s) of the system or platform (i.e. both subjects and persons) 

The following structured approach (see Table 2-8) has been adopted when collecting the 

requirements of the CITs. Based on this, a rather extensive overview has been collected, 

upon which the architecture solution has been based. 

 

Table 2-8: Requirement analysis template for the CITs  

 

Objective 
Which main objective do you want to reach with data? Which problem(s) do you want 
to solve?  

Data storage 

Who owns which data? 

Where and with what security is the data stored?  

Who has access to it?  

Who is allowed to see and use which data?  

Under which conditions?  

Data sharing 

Which data is shared in the as-is situation? Who shares it with whom? 

Which data needs to be shared data between whom in the to-be situation? 

Which data exchange standards are currently used? 

Requirements  
Which architectural requirements do you have on the data sharing solution? 

Do you have other requirements on the data sharing solution?  
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2.3.1 Architectural requirements of CIT1 

The Continuous Improvement Track CIT1 will address the issue of efficient and lucrative 

single wagon load (SWL) services in Europe and in doing so bring the missing piece to 

the Common European Rail System by taking its place among the other projects 

contributing to the vision of an open market in which trains can cross borders without 

stopping. 

Shippers and Industries are still interested in reliable, flexible and cost effective services 

by rail supported by modern technological and operational tools. 

CIT1 will integrate existing (ECOPMS) and ad-hoc monitoring and information system 

components to address ICT rail freight standardisation issues where each wagon is seen 

as a component of a European network and needs to be tracked and monitored in terms 

of location, technical condition, load condition and security through the whole transit 

including any road involvement in pre and end haulage. 

The implemented major improvement is a change in the cooperation model between the 

in CIT1 involved stakeholders. 

Briefly summarised – when a shipper wishes to utilise the Smart-Rail CIT1 offer he 

engages the services of a forwarder who is in charge of overseeing the whole 

transportation chain and ensuring the efficient completion of the process. The 

coordination of flows from various shippers and requests from various forwarders is 

managed by one or more coordinators depending on the geographical scope in which 

they operate. Given the status quo of the pilot SWL operation, CIT1 aims to have one 

coordinator with responsibility for France/Belgium and a further coordinator with 

responsibility for Germany. This system allows for the addition of further coordinators if 

the geographical range spreads. The coordinator will then focus on matching the flows 

between various terminals and RUs in their geographical region. 

With this model, all parties have to become active partners of the network and as 

a result each of them takes a proportion of the financial risk. The division of roles and 

financial benefits is based on a set of priorities that focus on the geographical area, the 

technical aspects of the operation and the risk which each participant takes. 

The IT solution has to reflect these cooperation models: for this reason, the existing 

services are not well adapted to implement and to support it. 

Technically, a cloud approach, based on the open sources technologies (NodeJS,Angular, 

MongoDB) corresponds to this requirement: ECOPMS platform will offer such as solution. 

The main gap with the existing SWL services and principal objective of the Continuous 

Improvement Track is to start from the customer requests and NOT to focus on the 

production organization.  

The production data have to be collected and linked to the customer offer, and the IT 

solution is designed to deliver to each stakeholder the process and the information 

needed. 

The process based approach – using intensively APIs (Application Programming 

Interface) – is the choice of the implementation. 

The figure below (from the Smart-Rail deliverable D6.4) gives a good global vision of the 

interactions between the CIT1 actors. 
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Figure 2-4: Sociogram of CIT1 

 

In the experimentation the following stakeholders are active: 

- SWL coordinator: BDRS 

- Railway Undertaking: Ferrivia, RDT13, SECURAIL.. 

- Terminal Operators: APROPORT, GPMM (Marseille FOS) 

- Leasing companies: AKIEM, TWG, Thouax,… 

- Infrastructure Manager: SNCF Réseau,  

- Shippers, Freight Forwarder, LSP: customers of the solution, directly or via BDRS  

- The connection with an other IM is not yet implemented, but will be supported if 

needed (DB Netz, Belgium IM). 

As different parties are selling on the market, the following basic rules are defined: 

- A Railway undertaking sells on its operational corridors – for example FERRIVIA 

will sell Selestat-Belleville and Chalon sur Saone – Marseille FOS 

- Forwarding activities are organized by LSP or coordinator 

- Geographical priority: 

o Each RU has a priority in its geographical scope (perimeter) 

o The best (First) contact with the customer – the first to receive the order, 

o Information has to be exchanged between all stakeholders with the 

protection of the privacy and confidentiality of their data (commercial, 

booking details), 

- Technical (Production) priorities: 

o Single wagonload belongs first to RU, 

o Multimodal cars to combine operator, 

o Door to door to LSP 
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- Financial priority: 

o Firm commitment on capacity (Risk) 

o Volume Commitment (Less risk) 

o No Commitment (No risk) 

The CIT1 IT tool will implement these processes which map these rules and the 

underlaying data model. 

Paragraph 4.3 contains the description of the tables implemented for the Smart-Rail 

database. Tables of the CIT1 IT tool are a coherent subset (or extension) of the 

database.  

 

Generally speaking, the following data were identified as necessary for CIT1 

implementation: 

- Pre-trip information - data and information for planning the train service (in 

cooperation with the RU), covered often by so-called “reference files” 

- Train path availability for ad hoc planning – in its narrow sense, the train path is 

available only for the authorised RU; however, for planning purposes, the planning 

is done in cooperation between RU and LSP; 

- Real Time Information – most notably the Train Position; multiple primary 

information sources are used (e.g. independent ones as GPS units, RFID tags; 

primary data from the traffic control processes of the IM; fleet management 

systems of the RU), in more detail; 

o Location of the wagons, Track & Trace of individual wagons. Can be used 

for prioritisation for loading and unloading trains (e.g. weight, high value 

products, client request); 

o Estimated time of arrival (ETA), estimated time of departure (ETD) – the 

key data items for the operative planning. 

 

The functional services are defined in consequence: 

- Web Collaboration tool  

o Management of reference files and other tables, 

o Transportation plan description – creation, change management  

o Booking (or order) management for rail, road and handling, 

o Train loading, 

- Mobile technologies:  

o As an independent way, identification by a mobile device may also be used. In 

this case it is the train driver who provides the train identification and assigns 

it to his or her mobile device (smartphone, tablet etc.). This way also the 

necessary communication with the infrastructure manager may be facilitated 

(where the train driver communicates messages as Train Ready, Train 

Position, and exchanges information, dispositions and instructions with his or 

her dispatching). 

o Scan wagons on terminal, Marshalling yard 

o Issue RAT, “Bulletin de Composition”, Vrachtbrief 

o Communicate via a web portal or by Data Exchange 

- BackOffice services 

o Accurate cost structures for SWL services will be developed and form part of 

a financial support system that will enable pricing to be transparent and the 

contribution of individual traffic flows to be clearly identified. 

o In CIT1, the IT system will collect the data and an external financial system 

will perform the valorisation, 
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- KPI, BI support 

o The collected data will be sent to a BI solution to calculate the KPIs.  

To satisfy the CIT1 requirements, we will use components of ECOPMS and specific 

developments. 

 

2.3.2 Architectural requirements of CIT2  

The objective of CIT2 is supply chain visibility of the transport of freight on a corridor. At 

this moment, a corridor for the transport of trailers has been selected, but the approach 

also has to be applicable to other corridors. Figure 2-5 shows the basic approach of CIT2, 

where milestones of different resources are produced, e.g. milestones like C2, T1, and R1 

of terminal 1. 

 

 

Figure 2-5: Basic approach of Continuous Improvement Track 2  

 

These milestones can be mapped to the generic milestones introduced in Annex A of this 

deliverable. The previous figure already shows who can produce particular milestone. 

However, milestones that have to be produced by the RU or an IM, are stored in 

Raildata. They will have to be derived from that data and provided to Seacon. 

Basically the previous figure shows the milestones requirements of Seacon. Only Raildata 

data of the RU operating the train for Seacon will have access to that data, whereas the 

data will only be shared with Seacon. Thus, the (dynamic) community consists of Seacon 

and its RU for a particular train. The train reflects the object of which milestones will 

have to be derived from Raildata data. The event data structure (Annex B) is applied to 

share these milestones with Seacon; the Raildata web service is used to retrieve data 

from Raildata.  

To properly position milestones, they might have to be related to a particular timetable of 

a train. The timetable needs to be available from the RU. Figure 2-6 shows the systems 

C1 C2 T1 R1 R2 T2 C3 C4

Loading 
location

Unloading 
location

Terminal 1 Terminal 2

CDCD
RD

TDTD

RT

RX RX

C1: loaded
C2: Arrived at terminal
T1: Loaded on train
R1: Train departed

CD: Carrier disruption
TD: Terminal disruption
RD: Rail disruption
RT: Real-time information
RX: Predefined Critical points eg border crossings

R2: Train arrived
T2: Available for pickup
C3: Departed from terminal
C4: Unloaded

Legend
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approach for CIT2, where the Smart-Rail Platform is configured by the LSP. As customer 

with milestones and the object to be tracked, the RU provides timetable and potentially 

position data to the platform, and the IM provides maintenance, accidents/incidents, and 

potentially position data. The IM position data is basically of privately owned 

infrastructures like that of a port owned by a Port Authority. These privately owned IMs 

are not member of RNE or Raildata. 

 

 

Figure 2-6: Systems approach of Continuous Improvement Track 2  

 

The following data areas and messages were identified as necessary for implementation 

of the Control tower concept in CIT2: 

- Timetables: data and information for the planned train service of the RU, relating 

to reference files of stations and potential tracks.  

- Real Time Information – most notably the milestones identified in Figure 2-5. 

Milestones of particular trains are considered. 

The basic requirement of the Smart-Rail platform is to extract milestones for a particular 

object, i.e. train, from the Raildata webservice. Access to Raildata for RUs operating in 

France, Germany, and the Netherlands is granted. 

 

2.3.3 Architectural requirements of CIT3 

Continuous Improvement Track 3 considers the same type of transport legs as CIIT2 

(Figure 2-7). The figure shows a particular corridor between two terminals in the 

Rotterdam Port to Neuss in Germany. The tracks between the marshalling yard in 

Maasvlakte West and the terminals is owned by the Rotterdam Port Authority with DB 

Cargo and KombiRail operating trains on these tracks.  

The objective of CIT3 is to improve processes on hinterland railtransport from and to the 

Rotterdam port by analysing historical data of different sources like KombiRail and 

ProRail to detect any bottlenecks. Currently, ProRail provides data, whereas KombiRail 

data is provided by RNE TIS with permission of KombiRail. 
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Figure 2-7: Basic approach of Continuous Improvement Track 3  

 

The data that is retrieved is an aggregation of events with physical milestones for 

particular trains. The aggregated events are provided in different formats, e.g. an Excel 

spreadsheet where each row contains both planned and actual events of a train at two 

locations. For instance, a row can contain station 1, station 2, planned departure time, 

actual departure time, planned arrival time, and actual arrival time. The departure time 

refers to station 1; arrival time to station 2. 

The challenge of the Smart-Rail platform is to extract events with their milestones from 

aggregated data sources, and detect and visualize any differences in events of the same 

object, i.e. train, at a given location (station, marshalling yard, terminal) from two or 

more sources. Whereas CIT2 uses the Smart-Rail platform for only one source and the 

Seacon Control Tower collects events from the Smart-Rail platform and potentially 

another data source for comparison, this functionality should be provided by the Smart-

Rail platform for CIT3.  
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2.4 Use Case analysis  

The requirement analysis includes also use case analysis, which defines a list of actions 

or event steps, typically defining the interactions between the roles (actors) and the 

systems. This way, the potential use cases of the data sharing solution are to be 

identified in collaboration with the key stakeholders, and data sharing patterns with the 

corresponding data sources are to be described in detail. 

 

2.4.1 CIT1 Use Case analysis 

The use case analysis defines events or actions between the actors, and therefore is 

a part of the requirement analysis. The following section provides the use case analysis 

for CIT1. 

 

 

Figure 2-8: Use Case analysis for the Continuous Improvement Track 1 
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- Manage Reference Files –this particular use case manages reference tables for 

wagons, locomotives (EM), locations, customers, stakeholders, railway tracks and 

stations with their code values. 

- Registration – registering a user of the platform. Each user can register itself, 

but it is also foreseen that a customer/LSP registers its RU and IM to retrieve the 

proper milestones. 

- Provide Transportation Plan: the description of the transportation plan – used 

to book capacity for customers – the word “journey” (voyage) is used (not train). 

- Provide journey: description and handling of a journey (voyage) including lots 

of wagons, 

- Provide Timetable – the provision of a timetable on a particular corridor and/or 

track between various stations. The stations themselves and their tracks can be 

given. The timetable is reflected in the transportation plan  

- Booking – reservation of place in a “journey” in a given lot, with all the 

associated operations,  

- Register a contract: enter the contract data for a given customer 

- Provide a quotation: enter a quotation (linked to a contract) for a customer  

- Provide wagon data: providing information, including alerts about a wagon, 

mainly during the booking process, 

- Provide Train or wagon Position – providing the position of a train or wagon. 

Basically, the mobile device will provide information at the starting and arrival 

station. For “national” RU, the data can be provided by one or more IMs via 

Raildata. 

- Provide Maintenance data – provision of maintenance data of the 

infrastructure. 

- Provide accidents/incidents – provision of accidents or incidents of the 

infrastructure with their potential delay and cause for Track and Trace 

- Configure milestones – configuration of the required milestones 

- Community management – creation of a community, which is either dynamic, 

i.e. it lasts for one particular object, or long term, based on framework contracts. 

- Object to be tracked – manage the objects for which particular milestones 

within a community are required. The object is of a type, e.g. wagon or train, and 

has an identification that is known to all stakeholders within the community or can 

be associated to another object, e.g. the association of a wagon to a train. 

Object identifications can change during their lifetime, e.g. a train identification 

changes when a train passes a border. It is up to a customer (LSP) to manage the 

proper object identifications. 

- Retrieve events – creation of events of milestones for one or more objects, 

based on the position provided by an IM. 

- Calculate delay – calculate potential delays of an object compared to a timetable 

and considering maintenance, accidents, and incidents. 

- Calculate KPI – collect data to calculate the CIT1 KPI 

These use cases are the basis for developing Smart-Rail Platform functionality, including 

a data structure to support this functionality.  

The main CIT1 requirement is the enabling of the collaboration between the rail 

stakeholders around the concept of capacity booking. 

 

As stated before, position data is retrieved from Raildata. Position data is entered by RNE 

in TIS and uploaded to Raildata. Via the Raildata web service the data can be retrieved 

on behalf of an RU that is part of a community. There are two other options for future 

consideration: 
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 In case an RU (or IM) are not member of Raildata, i.e. they have a privately 

owned infrastructure, the data can be retrieved directly from an IM (or RU). In 

case that the IM or RU provides an Application Programming Interface (API), this 

API can be used to retrieve position data. 

 Each IM provides events with position data of all freight trains active on their 

infrastructure according to milestones that they have configured. The customer 

milestones need to be retrieved from the IM milestones. A customer might require 

less milestones than provided. However, the IM milestones can be used to detect 

delays in an early stage, although delays can potentially always be solved during 

the rest of a trip.  

The functionality of CIT1 can also be applied by RUs for retrieving events of IMs. In that 

case, they act as customer. They can still insert a timetable, but can also enter their 

required milestones for particular objects and are able to create communities with 

relevant IMs. These can be IMs owning a private infrastructure like a port authority. 

The above mentioned use cases need to be supported by a data structure. The data 

structure uses the concept ‘community’ (section 2.2.3), where community templates can 

be provided by the platform operator (see also section 4.4.1). Data structures and tables 

should be available to support development of these templates.  

 

2.4.2 CIT2 Use Case analysis 

The use case analysis defines events or actions between the actors, and therefore is 

a part of the requirement analysis. The following section provides the use case analysis 

for CIT2 (Figure 2-9). 

For the CIT2, the relevant Use Cases are: 

- Manage Reference Files – this particular use case manages railway tracks and 

stations with their code values. 

- Registration – registering a user of the platform. Each user can register itself, 

but it is also foreseen that a customer/LSP registers its RU and IM to retrieve the 

proper milestones. 

- Provide Timetable – the provision of a timetable on a particular corridor and/or 

track between various stations. The stations themselves and their tracks can be 

given. 

- Provide Position – providing the position of a train or wagon. Basically, this is 

a use case of a RU, but the data can be provided by one or more IMs via Raildata. 

- Provide Maintenance data – provision of maintenance data of the 

infrastructure. 

- Provide accidents/incidents – provision of accidents or incidents of the 

infrastructure with their potential delay. 

- Configure milestones – configuration of the required milestones 

- Community management – creation of a community, which is either dynamic, 

i.e. it lasts for one particular object, or long term, based on framework contracts. 

- Object to be tracked – manage the objects for which particular milestones 

within a community are required. The object is of a type, e.g. wagon or train, and 

has an identification that is known to all stakeholders within the community or can 

be associated to another object, e.g. the association of a wagon to a train. 

Object identifications can change during their lifetime, e.g. a train identification 

changes when a train passes a border. It is up to a customer (LSP) to manage the 

proper object identifications. 
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- Retrieve events – creation of events of milestones for one or more objects, 

based on the position provided by an IM. 

- Calculate delay – calculate potential delays of an object compared to a timetable 

and considering maintenance, accidents, and incidents. 

These use cases are the basis for developing Smart-Rail Platform functionality, including 

a data structure to support this functionality.  

 

 

Figure 2-9: Use Case analysis for Continuous Improvement Track 2  

 

Like stated before, position data is retrieved from Raildata. Position data is entered by 

RNE in TIS and uploaded to Raildata. Via the Raildata web service the data can be 

retrieved on behalf of an RU that is part of a community. There are two other options for 

future consideration: 

 In case an RU (or IM) is not a member of Raildata, i.e. they have a privately 

owned infrastructure, the data can be retrieved directly from an IM. In case an IM 

provides an Application Programming Interface (API), this API can be used to 

retrieve position data. 

 Each IM provides events with position data of all freight trains active on their 

infrastructure according to milestones that they have configured. The customer 

milestones need to be retrieved from the IM milestones. A customer might require 
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less milestones than provided. However, the IM milestones can be used to detect 

delays in an early stage, although delays can potentially always be solved during 

the rest of a trip.  

The functionality of CIT2 can also be applied by RUs for retrieving events of IMs. In that 

case, they act as customer. They can still insert a timetable, but can also enter their 

required milestones for particular objects and are able to create communities with 

relevant IMs. These can be IMs owning a private infrastructure like a port authority. 

The above mentioned use cases need to be supported by a data structure. The data 

structure uses the concept ‘community’ (section 2.2.3), where community templates can 

be provided by the platform operator (see also section 4.4.1). Data structures and tables 

should be available to support development of these templates.  

 

2.4.3 CIT3 Use Case analysis 

Ideally, the use case diagram of Continuous Improvement Track 3 is an extension of that 

of CIT2 by adding a visualisation component that shows all milestones of (selected) 

objects to a customer. However, in its current situation, it considers uploading of data by 

RUs and IMs, where the RU data is retrieved from RNE TIS. 

 

Figure 2-10: use cases for Continuous Improvement Track 3  
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For the LL3/CIT3 the use cases are: 

 Manage Reference files – identical to those of CIT2, mainly tracks, corridors, 

stations. 

 Upload RU data – this particular interface is retrieving RNE TIS data on behalf of 

a RU. 

 Upload IM data – this particular interface is the facility offered to an IM to 

upload data to the platform. 

 Extract objects – functionality to retrieve trains with their IDs from uploaded 

files. Potentially, the train identification is not present in the files. By comparing 

arrival and departure times of a train at stations, a train can be identified. 

Potentially, a train identification is created that is only internal to the Smart-Rail 

platform. There should be some indication of a minimal difference in time that is 

acceptable for identifying the same train in two sources. Thus, extraction depends 

on the file structure and its content. 

 Extract events – extraction of individual events from two or more uploaded files 

for particular objects (i.e. trains). In case milestones of events from different 

sources differ, e.g. the registered time of train passing at a station differs in both 

files, these differences are indicated and both events are registered with 

a reference to their source. 

 Extract timetable – extraction of a timetable for each object from one or more 

uploaded files. In the case timetables of different sources differ, both are stored. 

Potentially, it may concern two trains if even the actual times differ.  

 Calculate Delay - calculate potential delays of an object compared to a timetable 

based on the events extracted from input files. Since CIT3 considers historical 

data, maintenance, accidents and incidents will have to be considered to clarify 

any source of delay. 

Extracted objects, events, and timetables can be (temporarily) stored by the Smart-Rail 

Platform. Therefore, appropriate tables need to be specified. 
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3 Existing technologies, tools and standards 

The following chapter identifies the state-of-the-art, i.e. the existing technologies, tools 

and standards, which are available to use and which are really used in the railway freight 

and logistic business. An overview of the existing solutions and platforms is given, then 

the general data exchange standards and specific data exchange standards for the 

railway and logistic area are analysed. Aim of this chapter is not to give a comprehensive 

study on the subject, however; therefore the information is generally deliminated on 

what is relevant for the project Smart-Rail. 

 

3.1 State-of-the-art technologies for data exchange 

There are different mechanisms for sharing data between heterogeneous systems of 

different organisations. These are: 

 Messaging. Data is pushed by a message from one system to another. Messages 

have a syntax that enables a receiving system to process the data. XML 

(eXtensible Markup Language) and EDIfact (Electronic Data Interchange for 

administration, commerce, and transport) are examples of messaging syntaxes. 

JSON and CSV (Comma Separated Value) are other examples of syntaxes. 

Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a syntax utilized in the Semantic Web to 

represent Linked (Open) Data (see further). In case the syntaxes or structures of 

sending and receiving systems are different, data transformation is applied. 

 Web Services. Data is pulled by one system from another system based on the 

services provided by the latter system. Web services can be seen as Remote 

Procedure Calls (RPCs) based on open standards. Web Service Definition 

Language (WSDL) with the Simple Open Access Protocol (SOAP) are open 

standards for web services. Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) based on 

REST (REpresentational State Transfer) utilizing http are currently the most 

common implementations of web services. API management platforms support 

the use of APIs amongst systems of different organizations. 

 Crawling. Data is collected from any system based on for instance APIs, but can 

also be based on scraping html forms. Search engines support (web) crawling to 

collect and index large amounts of data. 

 Linked (Open) Data. Data contains links (references) to other data sets. These 

references can be identifications utilized by IT systems, e.g. train identification, 

but can also be Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) referring to the data set on 

a particular server. URIs can be used in APIs to collect data. Linked data prevents 

any duplication of data enabling leading to a common understanding of the data. 

These mechanisms can be applied for accessing and exchanging data between 

heterogeneous systems of different organizations. The data remains in those systems 

and potentially is duplicated between various systems.  

 

These mechanisms can all be implemented as peer-to-peer solutions (P2P), where each 

organisation has to implement the required functionality of agreed standards and 

technical means for data sharing. However, not all organizations will be able to invest in 

this type of technology. To handle all differences amongst formats and technical solutions 

for interoperability amongst these heterogeneous systems, Integration Service Providers 

(ISPs) have developed solutions. Based on their governance structure, two types of ISPs 

are distinguished: 
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1. Community owned ISPs. A particular community has developed and operates 

an ISP. Port Community Systems (PCSs) and airport systems are examples of 

these community owned ISPs. They provide registration, security, data sharing, 

and visibility services, most often based on messaging. The following solutions 

can be identified 

a. Data sharing services. Most community ISPs support data sharing services 

based on messaging. PCSs like Portbase (Port of Rotterdam) and Portic 

(Port of Barcelona) are two examples. 

b. Visibility Services. Based on events gathered from IT systems of 

organisations. RNE TIS and Raildata could be seen as an example of such 

a system. For sea transport, the Shipping Information Pipeline (SIP) is 

being developed by Maersk to provide visibility services, although its 

governance structure is not yet clearly specified. 

2. Commercial ISPs. These provide all types of commercial services for sharing 

data amongst organizations. They might also offer value added services on top of 

commercial data sharing services. In this respect, the following distinction can be 

made: 

a. Data Sharing Services. The ISP only provides the capability of sharing data 

between organizations. An ISP like Descartes provides these services via 

its Global Logistics Network (GLN). 

b. Transaction Services. ISPs might focus on particular types of transactions 

in a particular domain. For instance, an ISP like Descartes supports 

customs declaration services on top of GLN. INNTRA provides booking 

services for sea transport. 

c. Matching Services. Several ISPs only provide matching services where 

a customer can enter its requirements and LSPs are offered the capability 

to publish quotes to these customers. Transportmarketplace is an example 

of such a platform. 

d. Visibility Services. Based on events gathered from IT systems of 

organisations. Descartes and INNTRA also provide visibility services. 

ISPs provide their solution as cloud based, accessible over the Internet in a browser with 

upload facilities. Some ISPs might provide a so-called Software Development Kit (SDK) 

consisting of APIs for integrating their functionality with back office systems, e.g. RNE. 

Others might provide so-called adapters or access points for integrating with IT systems 

of their users, based on for instance an Enterprise Service Bus they utilize for realizing 

their functionality. 

Quite a number of organizations already provides APIs via an API management platform. 

Authorities for instance have open data portals based on an API management platform. 

Enterprises like eBay also provide their APIs via such a platform. There are currently so 

many APIs that it is quite difficult to find a proper API. Their semantics is still implicit 

(like for WSDL, where extensions have been developed like Semantic Annotation for 

WSDL (SA-WSDL) but are not applied in practice), which makes it difficult to search for 

particular data sets. APIs have a similar development like SA-WSDL by utilizing tools like 

Swagger for registering and documenting APIs. 

Whereas the abovementioned solutions are based on data stored, accessed and 

exchanged between IT systems of different organizations, innovative block chain 

technology takes another approach. Data is stored in a block chain that is transparent to 

all users. Data is only stored when consensus is reached amongst so-called miners that 

the data is correct. Block chain is the underlying technology for digital currencies, the 

bitcoin. There are already examples of block chain for logistics, e.g. Blockfreight, 

although it is not certain what they offer. Application of block chain technology is subject 

for further research. 
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3.2 Existing solutions and platforms 

Like indicated in the previous section, there are already many community and 

commercial ISPs providing data access and exchange services, potentially focussing on 

particular types of services (section 4.4.1 provides an overview of the Smart-Rail 

Platform services), each with their particular governance model. These ISPs may utilize 

an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) with data transformation functionality, combined with 

a registration function, or an API management platform consisting of an API Registry. 

Within the context of the Smart-Rail project, it is not feasible to analyse all types of 

products (COTS – Commercial Of The Shelve) that might be used to develop the Smart-

Rail platform. Therefore, the available components within the project will be explained in 

more detail, namely ECOPMS of H-Log and the Intrepid platform of TNO. ECOPMS will be 

applied in CIT1 and Intrepid in CIT2 and CIT3.  

 

3.2.1 ECOPMS platform overview  

There are basically six objectives for the Architectural Framework defined to build 

a collaborative Logistics cloud platform in the context of the project: 

 To focus first on the domestic multimodal market – the French market has some 

business specificities (as all EU market),  

 To implement the main multimodal business processes using a BPM (Business 

Process Model) approach, to keep an ability to adapt the solution to each 

customer,  

 To include customs clearance, multimodal traffic in the context of the globalization 

starting very often from a harbour and by construction international, 

 To be designed to be part of the global supply chain visibility, and to keep 

permanently the links between the different sources of information to have both 

the “goods” – the “order” view point and the transportation one (wagons, train, 

truck, ..), 

 To be built to be agile, flexible and easy to customize, 

 To offer high mobility: services have to be accessible from anywhere when an 

internet access is available.  

These high level requirements are issued from the experience of the business and of the 

market. 

 

The project business target is to increase the part of the rail in the transportation mix 

and the ECOPMS partners are convinced that the mutualisation of the production is the 

correct answer. It’s the easy way to build a good quality offer to answer to the logistics 

needs of potential customers: the potential growth is limited by the difficulties to access 

to the rail resources and to make its usage flexible. 

ECOPMS will cover the main processes of the logistics multimodal business: 

 Back office processes: CRM, Quotation, Contract management, Route Planner, 

Procurement, 

 Business processes: warehousing management, trailers management, Truck 

driver management, Train driver management, wagon management, locomotive 

management, container management, slot management, 

 Customer processes: Booking management, Train Planning, Route Planning, Hub 

Management, Tracking/Tracing, EDI, Web Interface. 
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Some of these processes could be already implemented through ERP, WMS or TMS 

solutions and the ECOPMS approach is to use directly API offered by these solutions if the 

APIs exist or to encapsulate the access to these solutions in an API (WS) if not. 

It’s clear that it’s difficult to have a unique approach due to the lack of standardisation of 

the Rail market, compared to the industry world. The project made and is still making 

a permanent effort on the processes, key aspect of the functional architecture. 

 

3.2.1.1  Visibility inside a shared multimodal logistic chain   

Based on Cloud Platform and Connected Objects (i.e. smartphone,tags, ..), the purpose 

of ECOPMS is to illustrate the potential of these technologies to offer new services to the 

supply chain actors to reconfigure their chain and to shift to a better Eco choice based on 

multimodal transportation (Rail/Road). H-LOG operates pooling operation for road 

transportation – the Smart-Rail Continuous Improvement Track is an extension of this 

solution, partially based on the preliminary result of the Project. 

 

 

Figure 3-1: ECOPMS and the logistic chain  

 

Shift of the industry to rail: One of the objectives of ECOPMS is to illustrate the 

potential of the cloud platform and of the connected objects (including smartphone) in 

the reconfiguration of a supply chain – especially in the adoption of eco-responsible mode 

of transportation to shift from road to rail. One known problem which stops this 

reconfiguration is the lack of visibility of the rail transportation events and the difficulties 

to integrate road and rail information. Based on the connectivity potential of the above 

technologies, the Continuous Improvement Tracks could have the ambition to prove that 

these different modes are efficiently complementary. The last mile transportation events 

could be covered by the same approach – and we will try to demonstrate it – including 

alternative transportation facilities (like bicycle).  
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Pooling facilities: The pooling is one of the better ways to reduce the greenhouse gas 

emission by a better usage of the transportation capacity. Our purpose is to extended 

this approach to rail – and to obtain this result, information is key – to keep track (and 

trace) of goods along the chain. Pooling is not at work in CIT1. 

Track and trace: With the ECOPMS platform, several users will be involved and their 

“view” of the global system will be consolidated in a screen wall – the full visibility of the 

logistic chain will be accessible in a glance. At the same time, using mobile devices, 

visitors will be able to interact with the demo – we will try to make it attractive and easy 

to understand. 

This Smart-Rail CIT is built as an extension of the ECOPMS project (described shortly 

below) and as a contributing work to the improvement of SWL development.  

Technical implementation: 

The details of the technical implementation are available as Annex of this deliverable. 

The platform is designed to be highly interoperable and portable on various cloud 

implementation. For this reason, the Cloud standards are intensively used and the 

architecture will evolve with the standards: NodeJS,Angular, MongoDB and Strongloop is 

used to manage APIs. The APIs are defined for development purpose and to be part of 

the “API Economy Value Chain” in the multimodal business. An efficient way to expose 

digital business assets and services to unlock additional business value. 

 

Figure 3-2: ECOPMS – technical architecture 
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3.2.2 Intrepid  

TNO has developed a platform called Intrepid1. One of the objectives of Intrepid is to 

create a data sharing platform where data owners can share data with partner 

companies, application developers and public users in order to create transparency in 

their processes and also to generate and stimulate new business opportunities, which can 

lead to financial gains.  

 

 

Figure 3-3: Intrepid platform of TNO – overview  

 

The Intrepid platform is an instance of the WSO2 API Manager with a custom TNO look 

and feel. It provides functionality to couple data producers and data consumers. 

 

3.2.2.1 Basic functionality 

Intrepid is a platform that offers API-based access to data sources. The data storage 

remains at the data owner and the data owner determines who gets access to his data by 

giving access rights to other Intrepid users. The basic principle is shown in the figure 

below. 

 

                                           

1
 A public instance of Intrepid can be found at http://intrepid.tno.nl 

http://intrepid.tno.nl/
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Figure 3-4: Intrepid platform – services  

 

Applications access data through APIs; in principle no data is stored in the Intrepid 

platform. Data sources are made available via one or more APIs. APIs can perform data 

manipulation, e.g. filtering of data depending on the user of the application or 

aggregation of data. For that reason multiple APIs can be provided for the same data 

source with different access rights. 

Intrepid is a Multi-Sided Platform, i.e. an Intrepid user can be both data user and data 

provider at the same time. Intrepid thereby enables collaboration and interoperability 

between users. 

 

3.2.2.2 Platform management 

The data owner grants access rights to APIs accessing his 

data sources to end users or end user groups. The 

applications call APIs on behalf of the end user and 

receive the data returned by the API call. 

The access rights management is a key component of 

Intrepid. Use of APIs is recorded for monitoring purposes 

and can be used as the basis for billing of access to data.  

 

3.2.2.3 Additional functionality 

Intrepid offers a number of functions to complement the 

basic functionality: 

 Filters: Filters reduce the amount of data based 

on a data selection criterion or a data aggregation 

rule in the Intrepid platform. This reduces the 

amount of data to be transferred between the 

Intrepid platform and the application. For mobile 

applications this is even more important than for 

desktop applications. 

 Transformations: Transformations change the format of the data. One type of 

transformation is to change the file format from e.g. a database format to 

a spreadsheet format. A second type of transformation is to change e.g. the units 

of a certain data field. 
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 Chaining: A chain of e.g. API-Filter-Transformation is possible. Intermediate data 

in such a chain can temporarily be stored in the Intrepid platform. As noted 

above, an API might have a built in filter. For instance, an API for use by 

a logistics terminal owner can access a shipments database, and the API has built-

in filtering of shipments where that terminal is involved. This type of filtering is 

not primarily aimed at reducing the data volume, it aims at protecting data that is 

commercially confidential (“mind your own business filtering”). 

 Events: In the description above the application pulls the data from the source. 

The Intrepid platform supports events. i.e. the platform provides ways to publish 

events and subscribe to events the application is interested in. Interested parties 

can either publish on certain event topics or subscribe to certain event topics to 

receive notifications. 

 Web-services: In Intrepid web-services/APIs can be created on existing 

database tables or any structured data file such as CSV, Excel and RDF. 

 

3.3 Data exchange standards for supply and logistics 

3.3.1 Purpose of the data exchange standards 

The general goals and general benefits of the data exchange standards in the railway 

freight transport may be described as follows: 

 To simplify the data exchange. Generally speaking, any data exchange 

standard simplifies the data flows between various systems, applications, 

components, and also stakeholders for that matter. It means implementation of 

one unified data interface and one set of data structures, instead of handling 

different data formats with the necessary conversions. The data, when directly 

exchanged without conversions, are also less error-prone and less dependent on 

various reference tables or conversion tables. 

 To allow for the interoperability. The information interoperability between the 

systems and the stakeholders means the ability to exchange data in the first 

place. The data do not need to be converted, transformed, or even re-typed 

manually anymore. This raises not only efficiency, but also seamless operation of 

the data exchange. 

 To overcome the differences in data formats etc. When the data do not need 

to be converted and transformed, they are forced to be held in the same or 

compatible data formats, numeric formats, and semantic formats. The opposite, 

i.e. different data formats, make often the precise data exchange actually 

impossible (e.g. when the receiving side is not able to interpret the source 

precision and/or resolution). 

 To simplify the train/cargo handover processes. Simplified, seamless data 

exchange, i.e. simplified data handover, also implies an easier train or cargo 

handover. With their unique representation and interpretation, the data are 

instantly recognized by the receiving side, and therefore also the train or cargo 

may be accepted without unnecessary delay. 

 To help the liberalized railway freight market. Simplifying the cargo 

handover means simplifying the cooperation between various RUs and other 

stakeholders, and therefore it actually allows the multilateral cooperation on the 

liberalized transport market. 
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On the ICT side, the general technical or “tangible” benefits of the common data 

language (common data format) mean: 

 Unified data formats also mean a unified interface for the data exchange. No 

multiple different interfaces need to be developed and maintained, no different 

data structures have to be invented and created. It simplifies the development of 

the databases and ICT systems (which can easily adopt just the common 

standard), and for their end customer (as an IM, a RU, or any other) it pushes 

their costs down. 

 Easier interconnection between ICT systems. Based on the common data 

formats and common data interfaces, any compatible ICT systems may be more 

easily interconnected, without a costly and tedious implementation of a custom 

interface. This also means that the ICT systems of various stakeholders (various 

IMs, RUs, etc.) from different vendors can be interconnected in an interoperable 

way. 

 Generating data and messages in a “common language” means an easier 

“readability” and acceptance in the target ICT systems, and, based on the 

common semantics, also easier common understanding by the stakeholders and 

their staff. 

 Incomparable to the “paperwork” (or “PPP”, i.e. phone, pencil, paper) and to 

the legacy systems, used in the older generations of ICT (as formerly on 

mainframes with data being exchanged on tapes, as with the nowadays legacy 

UIC & Hermes applications as A30 etc.). Obviously the paperwork means the 

time-consuming, manual input into the paper documents, cumbersome 

“transmission” and processing; is error-prone when processing and transmitting 

(i.e. distortion during voice communication); brings a high risk of introducing 

wrong data (e.g. an incorrect engine or train number), has a high latency in data 

communication (dependent on the instant personal presence of both 

communicating parties), and also any further processing is cumbersome or even 

impossible. 

 

3.3.2 Conceptual Interoperability Model 

Data exchange standards can be grouped according to the Levels of Conceptual 

Interoperability Model (LCIM2). LCIM distinguishes from no interoperability (level 0) to 

conceptual interoperability (level 6) and several levels inbetween. Existing standards for 

data exchange in supply and logistics can be mapped to these levels (Figure 3-5), which 

will be explained hereafter. 

The levels of interoperability also refer to a particular implementation approach. 

Basically, implementations of open standards for data exchange in logistics select subsets 

of those standards. These subsets are called Message Implementation Guides (MIGs). 

MIGs based on identical open standards are not necessarily compatible, different MIGs 

reflect business processes or legal requirements. For instance, legal requirements of 

inspection by a policy authority might differ per EU member state. 

                                           

2
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conceptual_interoperability 
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Figure 3-5: Data exchange standards and levels of interoperability  

 

The following levels of interoperability and standards are distinguished (level 0 is not 

further explained): 

 Level 1 – technical interoperability is the capability to actual share data 

between two information systems. Internet protocols or mobile network protocols 

can be used for this purpose, potentially extended with other protocols to provide 

reliability and security during exchange. 

 Level 2 – syntax interoperability is the structuring of data so a receiving 

information system is able to distinguish data. XML Schema Definition (XSD) is 

the most common used standard, although the logistics domain has quite 

a number of EDIfact (Electronic Data Interchange for administration commerce 

and transport) implementations, especially for sea and inland waterway transport. 

At this level, GS1 also specified an XSD for sharing event data as part of the 

Electronic Product Code Information System (EPCIS). 

 Level 3 – semantic interoperability is the capability of transforming data into 

information. Semantics comprises meaning of data. The United Nations – Centre 

for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business (UN/CEFACT) has specified various 

semantic models, each documented either as free text (e.g. the UN Trade Data 

Elements Directory (UNTDED)) or in EDIfact (e.g. the United Nations Standard 

Messages (UNSMs)). Transport orders and status messages like IFTSTA are 

examples of UNSMs. The UN Core Components are generic (composite) data types 

available as XSDs. 

Additionally, the World Customs Organisation has developed a model for trade 

covering different modalities and formalities. The model is the basis for EDIfact 

UNSMs that are implemented by various customs authorities at level 4. Several 

EU funded projects in logistics, the so-called eFreight projects, have led to 

a Unified Modeling Language (UML) class diagram called the Common Framework. 

This class diagram is the basis for XSDs that are standardized by the International 

Standardisation Organisation (ISO) as part of the Universal Business Language 

(UBL). There are not many implementations of the Common Framework. 
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All models at this level basically focus on business-to-business (B2B) or business-

to-government (B2G). There are no models except DATEX II for road covering 

requirements of IMs. 

 Level 4 – pragmatic interoperability considers development of MIGs to meet 

particular business process or legal requirements. For sea transport, MIGs are 

based on UNSMs, air has developed its own XSDs as CargoXML, and for road 

transport EU member state specific MIGs may have been developed based on for 

instance UBL. 

Rail and inland waterway transport have XSD based standards, i.e. semantics is 

documented in an XSD, for the relation between an IM and its users. River 

Information Services (RIS) are used in inland waterways, although different IMs 

for inland waterways have different RIS implementations. TAF/TSI are used for 

interoperability between RU and IM in rail. 

 Level 5 – dynamic interoperability is the capability of what is called seamless 

interoperability. It assumes that logistics chains are dynamically configured and 

not based on framework contracts. Since development of MIGs (level 4) is time 

consuming, level 5 standards address easily sharing of data without prior 

specification of these MIGs. It assumes an interoperability architecture to which 

each stakeholder can connect and share data (see also further). 

 Level 6 – conceptual interoperability is the capability to specify data 

requirements at a higher conceptual level. At this particular level, the concept of 

profile reflecting business services is introduced (see before). A business service 

relates for instance to objects like wagons, trains, and containers, where 

semantics and syntax of these objects are specified at level 3 and 2. Conceptual 

interoperability is the basis for dynamic interoperability. The concept ‘profile’ is 

not yet standardized; a data structure for registration of milestones (section 

2.4.2) could be the basis for a first version of ‘profile’. 

The IM related standards are currently modelled at level 4 of LCIM, they could also be 

modelled at level 3 where level 4 identifies the different implementations of these 

messages by a particular IM like with DATEX II for road and RIS for inland waterways. 

The TAF/TSI standards for rail transport are explained in the next section.  

The level 3 UNSMs can be the basis for CIT 1. By considering business services as the 

basis for profiles at level 6, development of specific MIGs for CIT1 can be avoided. This 

needs further elaboration in CIT1. 
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3.4 Railway industry standards for data exchange 

In the high-level above the general-purpose technologies, solutions and standards for 

data exchange, described in the section 3.1, the industry-specific standards are used; 

among these the ones, which are the most significant or most relevant for the Smart-Rail 

project, are described in the following section. Namely these are the “legacy” UIC 

applications or standards, which are still routinely used; then a newer generation 

standard of TAF TSI from the European Railway Agency (ERA), defining the data 

interoperability and adopted as an EC regulation; and a relatively new emerging open 

source standard of railML.  

 

3.4.1 Legacy UIC Applications 

Legacy UIC applications (A30 for the freight train pre-advice, A31 or ISR for monitoring 

wagon movements – now under RailData, A38 or wagon search, A40 for bilateral data 

exchange of the consignment notes and wagon sheets): may be considered a sort of 

legacy applications, but still in use, operated within the Hermes network by the 

organisation HitRail. Nowadays they follow the Hxx numbering (H standing for the 

Hermes network), the most important being H01, H30, or the new H20 for requesting 

a train path.  

 

3.4.2 RailData and ISR  

RAILDATA is a special interest group of UIC and it provides freight wagon and 

consignment information for its member railways. They are tasked with designing, 

developing and running IT services that support the European freight railway sector. As a 

result of this they have developed four main tools for this purpose:  

 ORFEUS – Open Rail Freight EDI User System 

 ISR – International Service Reliability 

 Use IT – Uniform System for European Intermodal Tracking and Tracing 

 WDI – Web Data Interface.  

 

Within Smart-Rail both ORFEUS and ISR will be utilised.  

 ORFEUS provides the electronic data exchange of the consignment note data 

between the co-operating railway undertakings using its central database. In the 

first step the data are sent in parallel to the paper CIM consignment note (or CUV 

wagon notes data for empty wagons). Since 2006 ORFEUS migrated to the XML-

CTD message using system, in particular to fulfil the requirements related to the 

coming into force of the new international rail transport law CIM. In 2009, the 

system was extended with the ECN message format and new message flows.  

 ISR is an information system developed and operated by RAILDATA. It is a 

common tool of RAILDATA RUs for the concentration and exchange of information 

about movements of freight wagons in international traffic through a central 

platform. It makes it possible to track both loaded and empty freight wagons and 

consignments across significant parts of Europe.  
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3.4.3 TAF TSI – Technical Specification for Interoperability 

The acronym TAF TSI stands for “Technical Specification for Interoperability relating to 

the Telematic Applications for Freight subsystem of the trans-European conventional rail 

system” and is the underpinning of the “Interoperability Directive” (2001/16/EC). It was 

published as a Commission Regulation (EC) 62/2006 and therefore it is applicable in 

the same way as a law – it is binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all EU 

Member States. 

Its goal is to achieve the information interoperability, i.e. to simplify and/or allow 

seamless data exchange among various stakeholders in the railway freight transport, 

above all among the infrastructure managers (IMs) and railway undertakings or 

operators (RUs). TAF TSI is a common set of the data exchange specifications, unified 

data formats, and unified message contents; its aim is to cover the whole life cycle of 

a train (from the planning and timetabling phase, to real-time operation and to 

reporting). It also includes mechanisms to secure the data transmission using the PKI 

infrastructure. Together it includes and defines: 

1. Common objects – mostly defined as the “reference databases/files”; specifically 

the locations, rolling stock; all the RUs, IMs, service providers etc.; hazardous 

goods (UN and RID numbers), locomotive types etc. 

2. Common processes of the train lifecycle – f.i. the train request, train 

preparation, train running with forecast, service disruption, train or wagon 

handover 

3. Messages pertinent to the aforementioned processes (for example the path 

request process defines more than 10 different messages as Path Request, Path 

Confirmed, Path Details Refused and more) 

These “information interoperability standards” constitute actually a standard for an 

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and communication dialogues between the involved 

stakeholders. As any other data exchange standards, they bring specific technical 

benefits on the ICT side, and also business benefits. 

 

3.4.4 Data messages of TAF TSI 

The following data exchange standards are applied: 

 

Table 3-1: Structure of the data messages in TAF TSI  

Interaction  Phase Interaction type  

Business service: infrastructure service (path) – TAF/TSI messages 

Path request  Booking or offering (yearly)  Booking 

request  

Path  Booking 

confirmation 

 ☐ Conclude 

contract 
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 ☐ Contract 

Path request  Execution planning (planning update in 

two stages, refining the yearly plan) 

 Instruction 

Path  Plan 

 ☐ Execution ☐ Report or 

event 

   ☐ load 

   ☐ discharge 

   ☐ arrive 

   ☐ depart 

   ☐ …. 

 ☐ Contract of 

carriage 

 ☐ Cancellation ☐ Cancel 

☐ Cancel 

confirmation 

☐ Cancel reject 

Train composition This message is sent from an RU to an IM 

defining the composition of the proposed 
train. 

☐ Operational 

Train Number 
(OTN) 

☐ Transport 

Operational 
Identifiers 

☐ Train 

Composition 
Journey Section 

Train ready This message is sent from an RU to an IM 
indicating that the train is ready for access 

to the network. 

☐ Operational 

Train Number 
(OTN) 

☐ Transport 

Operational 
Identifiers 

☐ Train Contact 

Details 

☐ Train Location 

TrainRunningForecastMessage This message is issued from the IM to the 
neighbouring IM upon departure from or 

movement past agreed points or prior to 
reaching the first reporting point if, owing 
to a delay, the train has not reached the 
bilaterally agreed initial running time. This 
message is also issued from the IM to the 

☐ Train 

Operational 
Identification 

☐ Operational 

Train Number 
Identifier 
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RU when, at the next stopping or handling 
station, out-of-schedule running is 
anticipated that exceeds the threshold 
agreed with the RU responsible for the 

train. This message is also issued in any 
cases for handover points, interchange 
points, for the destination point and for 
each other reporting point predefined by 
contract 

☐ Reference OTN 

☐ Responsible RU 

☐ Train Location 

Report 

☐ Transfer Point 

TrainRunningInformationMessage This message is issued upon 1) Arrrival, 
departure or run-through in agreed 
reporting points and/or 2) Attainment of 
the agreed initial running time and/or 3) A 
new divergence between nominal and 
actual being achieved in excess of the 

agreed threshold value 4) as a response to 

the 
EnquiryTrainsAtReportingLocationMessage.  
There will only be one train reported per 
message and will include one response per 
train at a location. 

☐ Train 

Operational 
Identification 

☐ Operational 

Train Number 

Identifier 

☐ Reference OTN 

☐ Responsible RU 

☐ Train Location 

Report 

☐ Transfer Point 

☐ Transferee IM 

TrainRunningInterruptionMessage This message is used to inform about the 
trains which has been already interrupted. 

Message is sent only for those trains, 
directly interrupted by the disruption. 

☐ Train 

Operational 
Identification 

☐ Operational 

Train Number 

Identifier 

☐ Reference OTN 

☐ Responsible RU 

☐ Interruption 

Point 

☐ Transfer Point 

☐ TransfereeI M 

WagonETI_ETA_Message This message is sent by the RU to the next 
RU in the transport chain to give him the 
calculation of its ETI. The last RU sends 

this message with ETA to the Lead RU, 
which may inform its customer. Following 
the handover information from the IM, the 

RU sends with this message also the 
updated ETI to the next RU and the last 
RU sends the updated ETA to the LRU. 

☐ Wagon 

Information 

☐ Arrival 

Interchange 
Report 

☐ Departure 

Interchange 
Report 
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3.4.5 railML 

railML partners jointly develop an international data exchange format for railway specific 

data as Open Source XML Standard. railML.org was constituted in 2002 as a non-profit 

initiative with participation of German and Swiss research institutes and industry 

partners. railML.org conferences are continuously held twice a year supplemented by 

specialized working group meetings (railML.org, 2015). 

Today the railML.org consortium consists of international research groups, RUs, IMs and 

independent businesses. The railML developers and railML users request enhancements 

and/or corrections, which are proven by the railML coordinators and implemented in the 

XML schema definitions, which define the syntax and structure of the XML files. 

railML offers clear, unified data structures for the following topics in combined sub 

schemas: 

 Infrastructure 

 Rolling stock 

 Timetable and rostering 

 Interlocking (current development) 

railML version 2.2 has been shown to adequately capture infrastructure data derived 

from a number of different railway networks, including the British (Network Rail), Dutch 

(ProRail), Swedish (Trafikverket), Austrian (ÖBB), German (DB Regio) and Swiss 

railways (SBB). 

railML is designed only for data exchange in railway systems, and does not consider 

interactions with other transport modes. The combination of this along with railML’s focus 

on operational usage scenarios, means that the model lacks any detailed coverage of 

topics related to passenger information.  

A major benefit of railML is the ability to switch between different topological 

granularities. Although this concept is less relevant for urban transport modes, the 

mapping of e.g. regional or long-distance buses with different granularities could be 

useful. 

 

3.5 Overview of existing ICT systems in the rail sector  

Now some of the existing ICT systems and solutions are introduced, which are used by 

various IMs and RUs (the latter meaning both nation-wide and independent ones). The 

overview is by no means exhaustive – and many companies do not use any ICT tools in 

the proper sense and rely on rudimentary technologies as Microsoft Office applications or 

even “PPP” (Pencil, Paper, and Phone). The section therefore gives a sample of a typical 

ICT landscape, as to illustrate its complexity and diversity. 

In the following text, some of the ICT systems of the national IMs are presented, and 

then different ICT solutions used by railway freight undertakings are described. 

Following this, an overview of keystone international ICT systems is given, most notably 

those provided by the organisations of RailNetEurope (RNE) and RailData, which facilitate 

the data exchange by the international traffic. 
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3.5.1 Traffic management ICT systems used by the IMs 

 

ÖBB (Austria) 

The Austrian Federal Railways (ÖBB) use the ICT system ARAMIS from Thales for 

planning and controlling the train traffic. It is a Traffic Management System (TMS) for 

integrated Network and Centralised Traffic Control (CTC) centres. It centralises and 

automates the management tasks of railway operators. It is a key element of every 

modern Operation Control Centre (OCC). 

The system automatically controls, supervises and records the railway actual traffic. It 

performs automatic conflict detection, conflict solution and proposes optimized 

operational solutions. 

 

 

Figure 3-6: Centralized traffic control at the Austrian Railways ÖBB  
supported with Thales ARAMIS (Wien Hbf)  

 

Czech and Slovak Republic (SŽDC and ŽSR) 

At the Czech IM of SŽDC, the custom developed Central Dispatching System is used 

(CDS, denoted also as a part of the ISOR system). In this system all the network-wide 

data originated in the traffic control processes are concentrated, and they allow their 

continuous and summary monitoring and evaluation. 

1.  Monitoring the Train Traffic – monitoring all the passenger and freight trains in 

the whole network (according to the filters selected by the user) 

2.  Information and Queries – querying all the ISOŘ databases in a wide range of 

predefined queries, issued from a web browser 

3.  Communication module 

4.  Monitoring the Closures – a central record on the closure activities in the stages 

of daily plans and real-time monitoring of the individual closures 

5.  GVD Analysis – a comprehensive evaluation of the information on the 

monitored trains, allows continuous monitoring with customized output reports, 

or special online queries into the live database 

6.  Special Transports – supports the central workplace of Special Transports 
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The system is built upon the Oracle database engine. The planned and real-time data are 

maintained within the main database of the system, available during the whole validity 

period of the current timetable. The data might therefore be corrected at any time. 

The Slovak railways of ŽSR use a similar tool derived from CDS under the codename 

of VDS. Both national solutions are based on the same platform and also on the same 

process model, consolidating local data on the train traffic from differing data sources, 

including the CTC system with GTN traffic management system and including the DK 

application of the station inspectors. 

 

Poland – PKP PLK, information system SEPE 

On the Polish railway network, the information system SEPE is used for scheduling and 

managing the train traffic. The in-house development of PKP Informatyka covers the 

functionalities for scheduling, dispatching, reporting and more, including various traffic 

reporting for the railway undertakings. Sophisticated functionalities include simulations 

including the suggestions for alternate routing or statistic reports on the traffic controlling 

processes. 

Together with the system SEPE, the ISDR for supporting station inspectors on the local 

level is used. This way a similar approach with the Czech model of layering the data 

sources is achieved, consisting of local station inspectors and central CTC level. 

 

 

Figure 3-7: Train scheduling in the Polish system SEPE (source: www.isdr.pl)  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.isdr.pl/
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3.5.2 ICT systems used by the RUs 

3.5.2.1 Historical and modern cargo ICT systems  

The Freight RU ICT systems were developed from the 80’s, based on mainframe 

applications: commercial world and production management. These systems were 

complex, including optimisation solutions (mathematical approach) to improve the 

productivity of the rail production (marshalling yard), seen as a rail network. 

This historical approach has been replaced in the 90’s and 2000 by more modular 

systems and the progress of Telecommunication systems will make it possible to collect 

more information from the production and from customers. 

These “new” solutions were designed using two types of approaches: 

1. For the so called “commercial” system (back office), the industrial ERPs like SAP 

have been selected (SAP for DB Railion, Green Cargo, Fret SNCF,.. or Oracle 

finance for SNCF,..), 

2. For the “production” system, an approach by “processes” has been largely 

choosen, with two sub approaches, choice of already successfully implemented 

processes (Railion for example implemented CN processes ) or re engineering of 

existing processes (SNCF). 

These main subsystems are now connected to web technology based systems to import 

or export data. 

The “monolithic” architecture of Rail Freight Systems is considerably reduced, but their 

operating costs remain extremely high and it’s a “show stopper” of the deployment of 

open and interconnected solutions as proposed by the EU TSI. 

Note on the smaller or “independent” RUs: some may have no ICT system at all (or the 

“Excel solution”); then it is challenging to exchange data with them. 

 

3.5.2.2 COTS solutions for the railway freight undertakings 

For organising and controlling the railway freight transport, multiple COTS solutions 

(“Commercial Off-The-Shelf”) are also available. 

One of the leading and sophisticated tools is the Rail Cargo Management System 

(RCMS) of the company CSC, based in the U.S. with subsidiaries in many European 

countries. According to the vendor’s information, RCMS is specifically designed for small 

Freight Train Operating Companies (FTOC), intermodal liner service operators and private 

factory rail operators. Among its functionalities the following can be highlighted: shunting 

management, train formation and dispatching; national and international freight train 

operations and rail logistics services. 

Besides multiple moderate-sized railway operators, also several big players benefit from 

its successful implementation, most notably the German national cargo of DB Cargo. 
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Figure 3-8: Train formation in the RCMS tool from CSC (source: www.csc.com)  

 

Another commercial system, which can be denoted as a COTS, is Rail Cargo System 

(RCS) provided by the Dutch company Ab Ovo. It is an integrated rail cargo application 

that supports the whole transport process from terminal to terminal including local 

service traffic, contracts, orders, production planning, execution and financial settlement. 

 

3.5.2.3 Transport ecosystems 

Varying ICT systems and applications are also addressing the needs of an independent 

RU or LSP. Some of these employ a so called “transport ecosystem”, which allows for 

a direct, seamless communication and data exchange with other partners involved in the 

business at hand.  

Access to the system is secured by user authorization; each user has to be introduced by 

an administrator or power user in his or her organisation, and each organisation or 

company has to be set by a system-wide administrator. Then the user accesses 

functionalities and data corresponding to his or her user role in the system; the access 

rights may be set in a granular way to be limited to specific business cases. 

Data interfaces allow the transport ecosystem to incorporate ongoing train positions and 

other messages from the ICT system of the national operator or coming via structured e-

mail advices or notifications. Advantage of the ecosystem is its versatility, scalability, and 

independent operation. 

 

 

http://www.csc.com/
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3.5.3 International systems  

In this section the systems being used cross border internationally will be described. 

In Europe, the TAF TSI are mainly defined to improve the cross border exchange, based 

on telematics data exchange, without mandatory stop at the cross border. The present 

situation, before the deployment, is less “seamless” and depends on the RU by RU 

interchange agreements. We will not duplicate here the work already done to identify 

these bottlenecks and to promote the TAF TSI deployment. 

Figure 3-9 below describes this seamless approach. The Smart-Rail CIT1 will use this 

“macro” architecture using RU to RU connections.  

 

 

Figure 3-9: Communication between the stakeholders depicted  

 

In North America, the cross border approach is more mature. Below (Figure 3-10), a 

description of the North America Freight Railways Data exchange model: 
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Figure 3-10: The North America Freight Railways Data exchange model (© Horsmann 

Group 2001) 

 

We will describe below the status of the EU initiatives. 

 

3.5.3.1 RNE 

RNE (RailNetEurope) is an association of the European Rail Infrastructure Managers 

and Allocation Bodies with the aim to facilitate international traffic on the European rail 

infrastructure. RNE is based in Vienna, Austria, and is an industry association founded by 

the European Rail Infrastructure Managers and Allocation Bodies. Its mission is to 

facilitate international traffic on the European rail infrastructure. It provides support to 

Railway Undertakings (RUs) in their international activities (both for freight and 

passengers) and strives to increase the efficiency of the IMs’ processes. As an 

international, pan-European association, RNE plays a major role in encouraging the 

industry to follow harmonised, transparent and non-discriminatory rules in the 

international railway business.  

To support the aforementioned missions, RailNetEurope develops, provides and operates 

the following major information systems: 

 PCS – Path Coordination System. A system used to allocate train paths in the 

international traffic; as a specific process between an IM and RU, it involves 
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a rather convoluted communication dialogue and is not considered within the 

Smart-Rail project 

 TIS – Train Information System. A system of the operative traffic control – 

delivering real-time train data in the international passenger and freight traffic. 

Basically providing the train positions, together with its running forecast and 

running advice, furthermore the contracted timetable, failures of a train, delays 

and their causes are provided 

 CIS – Charging Information System. Handling the railway access fees – 

provides information on charges related to the use of European rail infrastructure 

and estimates the price for the use of international train paths. Not considered for 

the Smart-Rail project.  

 CCS – Common Components System. Provides the software package of 

Common Interface (CI) for facilitating the data communication based on TAF TSI, 

provides the Central Reference File Database (CRD) with Location Codes and 

Company Codes required under TAF TSI, and provides a Certification Authority 

(CA) with its X.509 certificates.  

Generally the information is available to be used for an authorised RU, who has a user 

agreement with RNE, or for its partners (based on further agreement with RNE – in the 

so-called Declaration on Data Exchange). 

These issues of data access are addressed more specifically and in more detail within the 

Smart-Rail deliverable D5.2 with the governance models. 

 

3.5.3.2 RailData 

RAILDATA is an international organisation of railway undertakings for development and 

production of central information systems for freight rail traffic in Europe. 

RAILDATA is a UIC Special Group established in 1995. RAILDATA is managed by the 

General Assembly in which all members are represented. 

RAILDATA services (operation, maintenance and development of new functions) are 

managed by special assemblies which are composed of representatives of involved RUs. 

16 RUs are currently members of RAILDATA. 

About 12 million messages are handled by the central system per month. 

RAILDATA is an observer within the TAF-TSI Steering Committee since February 2014. 

 supports JSG for the RU-RU data exchange/communication issues.  

 is represented by its board and experts within JSG and JSG SMO meetings.  

 prepares Change Requests for the TAF-TSI concerning RU-RU communication 

(e.g. Wagon movement messages, Consignment order message).  

 cooperates with UIP to prepare CR’s to RSRD specifications.  

 

3.5.3.2.1  Applications provided by RailData 

The applications provided by Raildata are ORFEUS, ISR and UseIT. 

ORFEUS ensures the exchange of CIM consignment notes data between the co-operating 

railway undertakings using a Central Data System (CDS). 

 The data is delivered by the contractual carrier, shipping carrier or the first 

ORFEUS RU and via ORFEUS distributed to other RUs involved in the 

transportation.  
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 ORFEUS supports the paperless transport process - “Electronic Consignment Note” 

message ECN. The dedicated dataflows were implemented.  

 ORFEUS improves the speed and reliability of the international freight rail 

transport and allows significant cost savings.  

Within ORFEUS currently several message structures are used to transmit the 

commercial data. All messages have XML format. 

Two different scenarios are currently used: 

 Message creating by sending RU and distribution of the message to all 

participating Rus. Data are captured for the first time (Create E-Transport 

Dossier) and can be updated by the sending RU (Update E-Transport Dossier)  

 Message is distributed in a sequence according to transport journey. Data are 

captured for the first time by sending RU, distributed in sequence and can be 

updated by the current operating carrier (Electronic Consignment Note)  

The exchange of commercial data via ORFEUS has the following functionalities. 

The Conversions are processed by the Central Data System to guarantee the 

interoperability of the message flow. The data set is identified by a special key (dossier 

number). The data is distributed only to the participating RUs, no third party (operator, 

customer, ...) is connected. The message contains 100% of the information of the CIM 

Consignment Note. 

 

RailData is working closely on TAF TSI implementation: 

 TAF TSI initially contained a (electronic) Wagon Order Message 

 RAILDATA has proposed to replace this message by a (electronic) Consignment 

Order Message which is closer to ECN and to the needs of the Freight Railway 

Undertakings.  

 The Consignment Order Message is a derivate of the ECN message that will be 

exchanged among RUs within the frame of TAF TSI. It can be understood as 

a subcontracting message by the Lead RU to the specific carrier.  

 The appropriate change requests to TAF TSI have been prepared by RAILDATA 

and approved by European Commission.  

 ORFEUS will be the basis for distribution of “Consignment Order Message” for 

RAILDATA members.  

The motto of ISR is “Get information about your wagon, anytime and anywhere “. 

ISR allows the exchange of information about the movements of wagons through 

a central platform. A close cooperation with ORFEUS allows to match the events to 

a Transport Description (TD). 

After a transport is finished, a part of the transport description as well as the first and 

last event is used to create an Experienced Transport Plan (ETP). Based on ETP the 

calculation of Experienced Time of Arrival (ETA) is done.  

 

The ISR information is available via 

 web user interface 

 web services 

 data forwarding  
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The ISR functionalities are the following:  

 The message broker ensures the reception of messages, their validation as well as 

format conversion and distribution.  

 All data like the wagon movement events and the transport description are stored 

in the central ISR database for the transport duration (max. 30 days).  

 Due to strict filtering rules, only RU can access the ISR database based on their 

role in the transportation. The relationship with the customers remains within 

each RU.  

 Currently exchanged events are as near to reality as possible depending on the 

ability of the production system of each RU 

 

The Events in ISR are:  

 Create Transport Dossier - subset of consignment note data coming from ORFEUS 

 Transport Created - reduced consignment note data set sent by enlarged WSM 

 Left Origin - first departure of a wagon for a transport (loaded or empty) 

 Arrival - (intermediate) arrival in a handling yard 

 Departure - (intermediate) departure in a handling yard 

 Reached Destination - last arrival of a wagon for a transport  

 Border Crossing Advice – train left last station before border crossing 

 Border Crossing Exit / Entry - wagon handed over / taken over to /from carrier 

 Wagon Broken - transportation interrupted 

 Wagon Repaired - continuation of transport 

 Ready To Pull - wagon loaded at customer 

 Pulled - wagon pulled from customer 

 Passed Through - wagon in train has run through a station 

 Wagon Refused - take over from previous carrier refused  

 Delivered - to customer 

 Free For Disposition - unloaded, waiting for task  

The technical specifications of the ISR project contain more technical details about ISR 

events and messages and are viewable under NDA. 

 

3.5.3.2.2  RailData and its meaning for Smart-Rail  

RailData is playing a key role in the Rail interoperability and Smart-Rail will have access 

to this Platform for the CIT experiments. 

 Via ORFEUS and ISR, RailData members can easily fulfil RU needs to set up 

interoperability. 

 RailData is already connected to the Common Interface and uses it in production 

with RNE (dataflow from TIS) 

 ORFEUS will support its members with the generation of Consignment Order 

Messages out of COTIF-based ECN messages via ORFEUS  

 ISR database is the basis for answering the need of the WIMO database. 

 RailData works with different sector groups to support the implementation of TAF 

TSI and to provide a full support to the Freight RUs for this issue. 

 Since the end of 2014 a dedicated Special Assembly has been created within 

RailData to support and coordinate the Freight RUs. This group is open to all RUs.  
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3.5.3.3 UIC applications 

During the TEN-T days in June 2016, the UIC announced the development of APIs by 

their members. Some examples: 

 Several members like SNCF already have developed APIs (see 

https://data.sncf.com/api), mostly focussing on persons and not yet incorporating 

freight. ProRail as IM offers for instance the infrastructure in XSD and KML format 

(http://openov.nl) and a realtime data flow of train position data for both persons 

and freight (VKL-IS, see https://www.prorail.nl/vervoerders/diensten-voor-

vervoerders/informatiediensten/vkl-is). Deutsche Bahn is another example 

providing open data (data.deutschebahn.com). 

 Google offers APIs for mobility like Google Maps Directions API. This API accesses 

timetables of various transport modalities.  

 A mobility API for all types of traffic data and bus stops, etc. for a particular city 

(http://www.citysdk.eu/mobility/). 

As the number of APIs relevant to freight rail transport increases, an API registry of an 

API Management Platform can be applied to retrieve for instance timetables, train 

positions, and incidents of accidents causing delays (see CIT2 requirements). In those 

particular situations, a real time position feed of an IM for trains is the basis for 

extracting relevant milestones for customers. 

 

 

  

https://data.sncf.com/api
http://openov.nl/
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4 Architecture proposal: interoperability platform  

The following chapter defines the proposed architecture itself for the interoperability 

platform which stands in the focus of the WP5. Based on the preceding efforts, especially 

on the requirements of the CITs, the fit & gap analysis is to be stated on the first place. 

Then the scope of the architecture together with its components is to be identified, and 

the logical database with the general architectural approach is to be proposed. 

Data sharing on both the railway infrastructure and train services operation is the focus 

of the interoperability platform, reflecting also the governance models and the necessary 

system services as security, authentication, authorisation etc. For the interoperability 

platform to be implemented in the CITs, its governance models are then to be covered 

within D5.2. The proposed logical database is designed in accordance with the semantic 

model described in D5.3. 

 

4.1 Fit & gap analysis 

First of all, the existing platforms and tools with their functionalities (as described in 

Chapter 3) are to be compared with needs and requirements identified in Chapter 2. The 

systems were often developed isolated and have varying functionalities, architectures 

and data formats, which is why an interoperability platform is sought. The difference 

between the target requirements and the state-of-the-art determines the need for the 

interoperability solution. 

The available solutions are classified in four main categories. The following clusters were 

identified:  

- data-based solutions;  

- solutions using cooperative, ICT tools,  

- synchro-modal solutions aimed to increase the rail share in day-to-day logistics 

operations, 

- technical/logistics solutions improving the flexibility and efficiency of equipment 

usage and Capacity-related solutions, optimising railway capacity and resource 

utilisation. 

Based on CIT requirements, Smart-Rail requirements are close to the logistics solutions 

including consolidation of information provided by different IT systems on a “cooperative 

mode”. The traditional Rail systems are designed as “silos”, focusing on RU requirements, 

not on Customers needs. The key role of the production, the high costs of the assets 

explain this “classical” design of RU IT solutions.  

The platforms are designed to exchange information between different actors. The key 

issue for Rail, is the lack of available information to be part of the game as an alternate 

solution to the road. The logistics processes are extremly well defined and polished by 

years of use and a strong competition between the business players. 

The main “gap” is the access to reliable information: for CIT1, with a well defined scope, 

it’s possible to deploy a mobile solution to collect the field information and to consolidate 

it. It works, but it’s not easy to duplicate. Raildata and ISR is another approach, more 

“industrial” based on production RU data, and the quality is the quality of the kind of 

information. To improve large RU data, massive investments are needed: the good news 

is the emergence of appropriate solutions (like active tags, M2M low power solutions,...), 

but rail is not an early adopter of such a solution. 
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Another issue is to deploy a “booking” system for Rail, in the context of an “unstable’” 

production context. If you compare the different transportation modes, the quality of rail 

production is extremly low, due to the high impact of disruption, maintenance events on 

a infrastructure with a limited capacity for freight. IT solutions are not able to find 

solutions if the resources are not available. 

 

4.2 Scoping the platform 

As depicted below in the generic Figure 4-1, the paramount task for the interoperability 

platform being suggested, is collecting the data from various data sources and 

consolidating them for the use by the data consumers, i.e. by the target applications as 

in the CITs.  

 

 

Figure 4-1: The generic interoperability architecture 

 

To facilitate the data exchange and the data consolidation from different data sources, 

a logical database is to be proposed within this task T5.1 (specifically in the following 

Section 4.3). This database is based on both the CITs requirements and on the industry 

standards (most notably TAF TSI), conceptually divided into the static or general part 

(containing the reference data, i.e. on the infrastructure and others) and the dynamic or 

operative part, defining the up-to-date status and position information on the transport. 

Together with the logical database, the architecture itself with its services is to be 

defined (in the next Section 4.4). These components define the general system or 
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platform services, the governance models to be implemented, and also the transparent 

system structure for the stakeholders and for the tools or applications used by them. The 

architecture is based on the CITs requirements and also on the standard system services 

suggested and used for similar applications. 

Each LL/CIT will then implement and deploy a suitable subset of the interoperability 

platform, both in the sense of data structures and that of system services. The general 

guidelines for implementation are given in Chapter 5, the detailed procedures and 

practical issues are then elaborated in tasks T5.4 and T5.5, and also in the Continuous 

Improvement Tracks themselves. 

 

4.3 Defining the logical database  

Within WP5, the logical database for data sharing, data handling, data retrieving, and 

data transformations has been defined, based on the CITs requirements, on TAF TSI, and 

on other industry standards. Its detailed description is contained in Annex C. 

The logical database contains the following classes: 

 

Table 4-1: Description of classes in the database 

Class Description 

Activity Available activities for the train in location. 

Business case Business cases – often also called transactions, or business 

transactions, done between a customer and RU. 

Booking CIT1 specific: capacity reservation in a given journey (and 

train the D-Day!) 

Company Companies, i.e. subjects involved in the business generally 

(actors or stakeholders) 

Contract (Business) CIT1 specific: SWL or multimodal contract contains 

a description of the services provided (including pre and 

post transportation, ..) 

Corridor List of locations in corridor 

Country List of countries (a part of the reference data) 

Customer CIT1 specific: services are provides to different type of 

customers: RU, LSP, Rail Transport Organisator (see TAF 

TSI role) 

DangerousGoods Dangerous goods on the route section, i.e. between two 

locations 

Event Event on the train in a location (structure defined in 

Annex B in detail) 
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Identification Unique identification of the objects handled in the 

messages such as train, path or case reference. 

Journey CIT1 specific: journey (Voyage) = a rail capacity on a 

given OD (culd include the return trip) for a given time 

schedule 

Defines the data provided by the IM for a journey section. 

Is related to a commercial train number. 

KPI Instance of KPI for one train and one business case  

CIT1 specific: Refers to a business contract 

ListOfActivities List of activities for one train in one location. Indicates 

certain treatments or operations required for a train 

CIT1 specific: service is used in that case  

ListOfCorridor List of existing corridors 

ListOfRoles List of roles for user for access 

CIT1 specific: see customer 

Location List of locations; a part of reference data. A location can 

have a function or a role as a shunting yard, station, 

terminal etc.  

CIT1 specific: difference between Rail location (as defined 

in the UIC, i.e. the DIUM country code (2) + station code 

(5): SELESTAT: 87 21405 

Other locations: address or GPS coordinates 

NHM Harmonised Commodity Code for goods and dangerous 

goods; example: 29033923 = Trifluoromethane 

The Harmonised Commodity Code (NHM) is based on the 

international standard Harmonised System (HS) used to 

describe and code goods in international trade published by 

the World Customs Organisation (WCO).  

OperationalTrainNumber CIT1 specific: linked to a commercial train number as a set 

of one or more “slots”. 

Identifies the train for traffic management purposes by the 

Dispatcher, GSMR services, etc. 

Order CIT1 specific: transportation order (Rail and more); a part 

of a business case. 

PackageType Coded representations of package type names used in 

international trade. According with UNECE/CEFACT Trade 

Facilitation Recommendation No.21 

PrincipalActivity List of types for company (together RU and IM) 
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Quotation CIT1 specific: price of services for a given transport (linked 

or not to a pre-existing contract) 

Restriction Restriction for train in location. Might be a restriction to 

tracks or corridors caused by maintenance and accidents or 

incidents. 

Role List of different roles for a company. 

Segment (ie lot)  CIT1 specific Subcapacity of a journey (ie a commercial 

train) with specific transportations services (for example: 

in an harbour, LOT1 will be moved to YARD2, LOT2 to 

YARD4,..) 

Terminal List of terminals. 

Train List of trains for business case 

TrainRunningData Train relevant data for a running train 

TypeOfCompany List of company types (i.e. roles as a RU or IM). 

TypeOfEvent List of event types for a train 

TypeOfKPI List of types of KPI 

TypeOfLocation List of types of locations 

TypeOfObject List of object types (e.g. a train, wagon, container). 

User List of users for a company 

UTI Intermodal transport unit; known by its type and number 

Wagon ID = WagonNumberFreight. 

WagonData Wagon relevant data for the wagons within a running train. 

List of vehicles on train between two location. 

WagonOperationalData Actual wagon parameters, dependent on load or damage. 

This group and its elements are optional (contract defines 

what IM requires). But if there is dangerous goods in the 

train, then this group is mandatory. 

WagonTechData This table shows the wagon relevant technical data for the 

wagons within a running train. 

 

The mapping of database tables to Continuous Improvement Track (CIT) requirements 

can be found in section 5.2.1.  
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4.4 Architecture components and services of the interoperability 

platform  

This section describes the services provided by the Smart-Rail Platform and potential 

tools to implement those services.  

 

4.4.1 Smart-Rail Platform Services 

The Smart-Rail Platform provides a number of services to its users, based on the CIT 

requirements. The basic assumption is that both customers of railway services like LSPs 

and shippers, and railway service providers connect to the platform, either directly or via 

another system like Raildata. For instance, RUs and IMs can apply the platform to share 

milestones, which are the basis of milestones required by their customers. Figure 4-2 

shows the Smart-Rail Platform Services. 

 

 

Figure 4-2: services of the Smart-Rail platform  
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The Smart-Rail Platform Services are: 

 Registration Services. These services support an end-user to register with the 

platform. These services consist of: 

o Profile specification services: defining ones business services (section 

2.2.1) and registering them. The data structure of ‘profile’ needs further 

elaboration in the final version of the Interoperability Architecture (D5.5). 

o Policy specification services: these comprise the data that can be shared 

with other stakeholders under particular conditions. With respect to CIT2 

and CIT3, those are the required milestones from a customer perspective 

and the available milestones from a provider perspective. 

 Community Management Services. The ability to construct a community for 

sharing particular milestones and data. The community also comprises a particular 

object like a train that needs to be tracked and of which an ETA might be required 

from the Smart-Rail Platform based on ETA services. 

 Administrative services. These services support the operation of a Smart-Rail 

Platform. They comprise for instance the management of platform settings like 

reference data and templates that can be used to construct communities, 

monitoring and a non-repudiation service to register which data/events have been 

shared, and publish/subscribe settings based on the matching between required 

and provided milestones. 

Security services comprise identity and authentication. In the current version of 

the Smart-Rail Platform these are based on user name/password with https to 

provide a secure connection. Other ways are to use for instance OpenID as 

identity mechanism. 

 Logistics Services. These services support rail transport. They are decomposed 

in three groups, where the ETA Services utilize both the Transaction Services and 

the Event Based services. The three groups are: 

o Transaction services. Support of transactions by their choreography 

(section 2.1.6) and matching services that enable a customer to enter his 

requirements and match them with available services. CIT1 develops a first 

version of the matching services.The Booking services of Rail Capacity 

(SWL or Multimodal business) are provided by the ECOPMS platform. 

Transaction services are input to the ETA Services, since transaction 

services provide planning details. In CIT2, the transaction services are 

outside scope of the platform; in CIT3 the planning data is required. 

o ETA Services. Prediction of an ETA for a particular object like a train 

based on the result of transaction services and utilising relevant event 

based services like planned maintenance. There can be different versions 

of ETA services, the most simple one based on calculating an ETA based on 

a position and speed of for instance a train adding any delays caused by 

accidents or incidents and planned maintenance. One could also require 

that the ETA is only provided to a customer (by an event) in case it 

deviates more than a certain margin from a planned ETA. The margin has 

to be set by a customer. 

o Event based services. These services provide the milestones (the 

visibility services), planned maintenance and accidents or incidents. 

Planned maintenance might also be implemented as an API related to 

a particular track used by a train of which a customer requires to receive 

milestones. A visualization tool can support visibility services. 

 Data sharing services. Actual sharing of data via the Smart-Rail Platform. 

Different mechanisms and standards can be supported, e.g. CSV, JSON, XML and 

EDIfact for syntax and APIs as mechanism. Data sharing services comprise 

different other functions that utilize the semantics (D5.3): 
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o Data extraction services – extracting data like events of a data source. 

o Data transformation services – transforming (extracted) data to 

a common format used by the Smart-Rail Platform, e.g. the event data 

structure.  

These services support particular use cases required by the CITs (section 2.4). Mapping 

of use cases and Smart-Rail platform services can be found in section 5.2.2.  

 

4.4.2 Components to realize the platform services 

This section briefly lists the components required to support particular services. 

 

Table 4-2 components supporting the services 

Service Component Description 

Registration services   

 Profile registration Web form A browser based form needs to be 

developed to enter a profile. 

 Data policy specification Web form A browser based form needs to be 

developed to specify data policies, 

utilizing templates of the platform 

setting services 

Community Management 

Services 

Web form A browser based form needs to be 

developed to manage communities, 

based on templates of the platform 

setting services 

Administrative services   

 Non-repudiation 

services 

Log The platform needs to have a log of data 

that is actually shared. The log might 

have to be encrypted. 

 Monitoring services Audit trail An audit trail indicates data shared 

between any two stakeholders. 

Reference to the log might be required 

to actually retrieve data.  

 Pub/sub services Enterprise 

Service Bus 

(ESB) 

The pub/sub mechanism of an ESB can 

be used. 

 Security services User 

name/password 

or OpenID and 

https 

The combination of a user 

name/password and https or the use of 

an open identity like OpenID for 

identifying platform users. 

 Platform setting services Web forms Web forms need to be developed to 
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Service Component Description 

manage reference data and templates. 

In case reference data is available as 

structured files, an upload function is 

developed. Any upload function utilizes 

data sharing services. 

Logistics services   

 Transaction support 

services 

Web form / 

upload 

In its current version of the platform to 

support the CITs, only a form is required 

to enter or upload timetables. Any 

upload function utilizes data sharing 

services. 

 Matching services Web form CIT1 develops a (simple) web form to 

enter customer requirements that can 

be matched with services. 

ETA services Calculation 

module 

A calculation module based on 

timetables, position, and speed of trains. 

Event based services ESB An ESB providing the sharing of events 

based on the pub/sub services. The ESB 

might be complemented by 

a mechanism where required milestones 

are extracted from provided ones. 

Data sharing services ESB Data sharing and transformation 

functionality of an ESB. Data extraction 

might be developed separately (e.g. in 

the case of CIT3). 
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5 Implementation and deployment in the CITs 

The following chapter suggests the general guidelines for implementing and deployment 

of the interoperability platform in the Continuous Improvement Tracks (CITs). As detailed 

in Section 5.2, each LL/CIT can implement a suitable subset of both the data structures 

and the architectural services. 

 

5.1 Potential usage of the Smart-Rail Platform 

The Smart-Rail Platform can be utilized in different ways, namely in sharing data 

between a customer and an RU and between an RU and IM(s). Both applications of the 

platform are briefly described. 

Section 2.4.2 already shows the use of the platform for CIT2 in retrieving milestones. 

The platform services can also be used for booking rail transport in the case of single 

wagon load (CIT1). A customer can thus utilize the platform for the following objectives: 

 Search for rail capacity. A customer enters his transport requirements. These 

are forwarded to registered RUs that provide particular transport services in the 

required area of acceptance and delivery. Thus, an RU has to register itself and 

provide data on its services. A customer uses the matching services and could 

register itself if needed. 

 Bundling requirements. The search service can be utilized for single wagon 

loads, but could also be applied for bundling requirements of different customers. 

Thus, customers can post their requirements where requirements can be bundled 

and become a new transport requirement to RUs. 

 Visibility. A customer can enter an identification of an object and create 

a community of those stakeholders that can provide visibility information, i.e. an 

RU. An RU can indicate which IMs can provide visibility data, where each IM can 

register where train position data can be found (e.g. its APIs or Raildata). Of 

course, the milestones required by a customer might differ from the ones 

provided by an RU and/or IM. In that case, customer milestones are extracted 

from those provided by an RU or IM. 

 ETA calculation. Based on planned data of for instance a timetable or 

a transaction, an ETA is calculated considering position and speed of an object and 

potential delays. 

 Overview of disturbances. A customer can use the Smart-Rail Platform to 

retrieve an overview of any planned maintenance or accidents/incidents on 

particular tracks or corridors. This information can be used to decide on whether 

or not rail will be used for transport.  

An RU can use three basic services of the Smart-Rail platform: 

 Bundling wagons. An RU can post requirements for wagon loads and bundle 

these with requirements of other RUs, thus composing a train. The matching 

services are used for this purpose 

 Visibility. An RU can enter a train identification and create a community with IMs 

that can provide visibility information. Of course, the milestones required by an 

RU might differ from the ones provided by an IM. In that case, RU milestones are 

extracted from those provided by an IM. 

 ETA calculation. Based on a timetable of a train, an ETA is calculated considering 

position and speed of the train and potential delays.  
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5.2 Deployment of the solution in the CITs 

This section highlights the impact of the approach to the CITs. Below is described how 

the generic solution described in chapter 4 willen be implemented and deployed in the 

CITs. In each CIT a suitable or necessary subset of the data model is selected for the 

implementation (as needed), and similarly a subset of the defined architectural 

functionalities/components/services.  

 

 

Figure 5-1: Deployment of the generic solutions in the CITs 

 

A more extended description of the deployment of the solutions in the Continuous 

Improvement Tracks (CITs) is to be found in D5.4. Applying the Architectural Framework 

of the interoperability platform into the solutions of CITs is further described in D7.4, 

where mapping of the properties and services into tangible implementation steps is 

defined. The “Five Goals of the Smart-Rail project are in focus here, i.e. the flexibility, 

reliability, costs, visibility and lead time. 
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5.2.1 Database classes deployed in the CITs 

The following table defines mapping of database tables to CIT requirements: 

 

Table 5-1 mapping of database classes to the CITs 

Class CIT1 CIT2 CIT3 

Activity x X  

Business case x x X 

Booking x   

Company x x x 

Community  x  

Contract (Business) x   

Corridor x x x 

Country x x x 

Customer  x   

DangerousGoods x   

Event x x x 

Identification x x x 

Journey x x x 

KPI x x x 

ListOfActivities x   

ListOfCorridor    

ListOfRoles x x x 

Location x x x 

Milestone  x  

Milestone type  x  

NHM x x  

OperationalTrainNumber x x  

Order x   
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PrincipalActivity x x x 

Quotation  x   

Restriction x x x 

Role x x x 

Segment  x   

Slot x x x 

Terminal  x  

Train x x  

TrainRunningData x x  

TypeOfCompany x   

TypeOfEvent x   

TypeOfKPI x x x 

TypeOfObject x x  

User x x x 

UTI x   

Wagon x   

WagonData x x  

WagonOperationalData x x  

WagonTechData    
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5.2.2 Services deployed in the CITs 

The architectural components and services defined for the Smart-Rail platform are 

defined in Section 4.4. The following table shows the mapping of these services onto the 

Use Cases, identified for the Continuous Improvement Tracks in Section 2.4, i.e. defines 

which services are necessary to implement in each CIT. The corresponding 

implementation details are then covered by each CIT itself. 

 

Table 5-2: Mapping of use cases and Smart-Rail Platform Services 

Use case CIT Service 

 1 2 3  

Registration x x x Registration services 

Register a contract x    

Configure milestones x x  Data policy specification 

Pub/sub services 

Community Management x   Community Management Services 

Object to be tracked x x x Community management services 

Retrieve events x x x Event based services with Data sharing 

services 

Calculate delay x x  ETA services 

Calculate KPI x x x  

Manage Reference files x x x Platform Setting services 

Load timetable x x  Transaction support services with Data 

sharing services 

Provide position x x  Visibility services with Data sharing 

services 

Provide maintenance data x x x Planned Infra maintenance with Data 

sharing services 

Provide accidents/incidents x x x Accidents or incidents with Data sharing 

services 

Provide transportation plan x    

Provide journey x    

Provide timetable x    
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Use case CIT Service 

 1 2 3  

Provide a quotation x    

Provide wagon data x    

Provide train or wagon 

position 

x    

Provide Maintenance data x   Maintenance of wagons 

Provide accidents/incidents x    

Booking x    

Extract events x  x Data sharing services 

Extract timetable x  x Data sharing services 

Extract objects x  x Data sharing services 

Upload data (RU/IM) x  x Data sharing services 

 

The visualization use case of Continuous Improvement Track 3 can be supported by 

standard components like MBTAviz (mbtaviz.github.io).  
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5.2.3 Specific implementation 

From the functional point of view, the implementation may be depicted as below in 

Figure 5-2. Each of the WP6-WP8 presents its specific implementation intended for the 

corresponding Continuous Improvement Track (CIT): 

 WP6/CIT1 – the solution is to be implemented based on the H-LOG ECOPMS 

platform, with the database tables and architectural components designated in the 

tables above 

 WP7/CIT2 – the solution is to be based on the TNO Intrepid platform, with the 

database tables and architectural components designated in the tables above 

 WP8/CIT3 – the solution is based on the specific TNO visualisation tool, with the 

database tables and architectural components designated again in the tables 

above 

 

Besides the specific functionalities and re-using the architecture components, the 

KPI calculation is to be implemented in each CIT, according to the specific rules and 

needs of each. 

 

 

Figure 5-2: Deployment of the generic solutions in the CITs 
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6 Conclusions and recommendations 

6.1 Summary of the Interoperability Platform and of the 

deliverable 

In this deliverable, the groundworks for building the Interoperability Platform to share 

the necessary data in the rail business are constituted. Based on the state-of-the-art 

developments and standardization in the railway sector, and based on the specific 

requirements of the Continuous Improvement Tracks, the logical database is suggested 

to consolidate the differing data sources for usage in the target applications, and the 

system architecture is laid down to facilitate the system services necessary for 

a successful operation. 

Among the varying data sources, the international community systems for exchanging 

data are highlighted, as the systems of RailNetEurope (RNE) and those of RailData. The 

interoperability platform is ready to be used by the CITs in the specific selected subset 

suitable for implementation. 

 

6.2 Requirements/tasks for other tasks in WP5 

The whole WP5 constitutes notably more efforts than just defining the interoperability 

architecture here in T5.1 (or in the deliverable D5.1). To benefit from the architecture in 

the CITs and in the railway industry as a whole, the following tasks are needed to fulfil:  

 T5.2 Governance models: In this task the measures and rules for participation 

and data sharing are to be defined, as data access rules, data sensitivity, data 

secrecy, data security and more. 

 T5.3 Semantic interoperability: Aim of this task is to develop a semantic model 

(semantic standard or ontology) for the Smart-Rail context in order to improve 

the semantic interoperability of the integrated platform and to facilitate the 

information availability. 

 T5.4 Validation of the solution in CITs: Based on the more general requirements 

for solutions identified here in D5.1, the requirements shall be extended towards 

specific technical requirements for each of the three CITs. The virtual data space 

solution will be validated in the CITs. 

The final task of WP5, T5.5, sets a road map for the realisation of the improved 

information availability model in the Continuous Improvement Tracks. 

 

6.3 Guidelines and recommendations for CITs 

Also the generic guidelines for implementing the interoperability architecture in the CITs 

were given in T5.1 (specifically in Chapter 5). The specific logical database tables, use 

cases, and architectural services are specified for implementation, suggesting an initial 

subset of the overall solution. The detailed implementation steps are to be designed in 

each CIT (specifically in the Tasks T6.5, T7.5, and T8.5), in coordination with T5.4. Using 

the common approach, a versatile interoperability solution can be achieved.  
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Annex A – relevant milestones for rail 

This annex lists generic milestones for logistics. Phsyical, business process, and sensor 

milestones are identified. Not all milestones might be relevant to rail transport, e.g. the 

availability of a purchase order is not relevant to rail but a contract of carriage is. 

The following table presents the physical milestones: 

 

Table 0-1: Physical milestones and their code value 

Generic 
milestone 

Specific milestone Location Code value 

Arrive A transport means (empty or with its load) arrives at a location at a time. 

Arrived Intermediate 
hub/station, 
stuffing centre 

101 

Gate in  Terminal 102 

Delivered  Stuffing centre or 
Place of Delivery 

103 

Empty returned Empty depot 104 

Transport means 
arrival 

Terminal, station, 
shunting yard 

105 

Depart A transport means (empty or with its load) departs at a location at a time.  

Empty Out Empty depot  106 

Departed Stuffing centre or 
Place of 
Acceptance 

107 

Transport means 
departed 

Terminal, station, 
shunting yard 

108 

Gate out Terminal 109 

Load Physical objects are loaded into another physical object. These can be containers loaded on a 
truck or a vessel or goods stuffed in a container. Responsibility is handed over to the 
owner/operator of the transport means. Loading goods or containers on trucks is mostly not 
considered a milestone; responsibility starts when a truck departs. 

Stuffed Stuffing centre 110 
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The following table presents the physical milestones (the first figure ‘2’ identifies the 

milestone as a business process milestone): 

 

Table 0-2: Business process milestones and their code value 

 

Milestone Description Value 

Purchase order A purchase order is the contract of sale between a buyer and seller. 
It results in an invoice. One or more purchase orders or part of one 
purchase order can trigger shipment of goods. 

201 

Replenishment order A request for additional stock of a particular Distribution Centre to a 
factory or other warehouse. Both DC and factory can be different 
units of one enterprise. A replenishment order triggers shipment, 
similar to a purchase order. A commercial invoice does not 
accompany it. Goods are pulled from a factory or another 
warehouse. 

202 

(spare) part 
provision 

Similar to replenishment order, but now a push of goods from a 
factory or warehouse to a DC or final customer. A Logistics Service 
Provider (LSP) can perform Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) and 
push spare parts to customers. 

In case of flowers, a grower can send a shipment of particular 
flowers to an auction. 

203 

Loaded  Terminal 111 

Sealed Stuffing center 112 

Discharge The association between physical objects is broken, e.g. a container is discharged from a truck, 
barge or vessel. Discharging goods or containers on trucks is mostly not considered a 
milestone; responsibility ends when a truck delivers the goods or container at its place of 
delivery. 

Discharged Terminal 113 

De-stuffed Stuffing centre 114 

Seal removed Stuffing center, 
customs officer, 
terminal 

115 

Position Detection of the physical position of an object, potentially including the speed and direction of 
the movement of the object. The position will be given in coordinates. The position can be 
given for any kind of object like vessels, trains, and containers on a terminal. 

Position n.a. 116 
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Invoice available An invoice is available. It can be a commercial invoice relating to a 
purchase order or a transport invoice 

204 

Stuffing list Complete list of packages (number and type) of one or more 
consignments stuffed in a container. At stripping, a stuffing list is 
validated.  

In case of an LCL (Less than Container Load), packages of more 
consignments are provided, where each consignment between a 
shipper and consignee can have different places of acceptance and 
delivery. In case of FCL (Full Container Load), all packages in a 
container are of one consignment; the consignment can be packed 
in more than one container (also combined with other 
consignments in particular containers). 

205 

Contract of carriage A contract of carriage is concluded after negotiation (or a 
framework contract) and a shipping instruction or transport order. 
It is applicable for a particular transport leg. Also know as Bill of 
Lading or non-negotiable (sea-)way bill. 

In case of carrier haulage, the contract of carriage is from a place of 
acceptance to a place of delivery; in case of merchant haulage 
between a port of loading and port of discharge. 

206 

Export clearance Clearance of goods before they are allowed to transport to another 
country. 

207 

Certificate of Origin Clearance at exit submitted to entry, required before the goods can 
leave a country of exit. 

208 

Dangerous goods 
declaration 

A dangerous goods declaration is available 209 

ENS clearance for 
loading 

For EU import only, clearance by the customs of the first port of call 
in the EU before the goods can actually be loaded on a transport to 
the EU. 

210 

Phyto certificate Approved phyto sanitaire certificate available 211 

Exit  Confirmation that a container has exited the country. Not 
applicable for all countries. 

212 

Arrival This milestone represents WayPoint 3 of WP10 and can be derived 
from two other milestones. 

213 

Commercially 
released 

Transport duties for the previous leg are paid. Applicable to for 
instance containers cleared for on-carriage after payment of 
transport duties with FOB Incoterms. 

214 

Inspection required One or more authorities require inspection of for instance a 
container. After inspection, a container is cleared for transit or 
import. 

215 
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Cleared for transit or 
import 

Goods are cleared for the next transport leg, i.e. from the port of 
discharge to the final destination. 

216 

Release A complex event indicating that cargo (a container) is allowed to 
depart at a terminal 

217 

Estimated time of 
arrival 

Estimated time of arrival of an object at a location. 218 

Estimated time of 
departure 

Estimated time of departure of an object from a location 219 

Accident/incident Any accident or incident causing a particular delay. The delay is 
most probably related to a particular part of the infrastructure, e.g. 
a railway or road track. The delay might not be known in advance 

220 

Maintenance Planned maintenance of the infrastructure, objects, or any facilities 
used during transport 

221 

Unavailability Unavailability of facilities used for logistics during an (un)foreseen 
period of time of external causes, e.g. caused by a strike. 

222 

 

The following table presents sensor milestones (the first figure ‘3’ identifies the milestone 

as a business process milestone): 

 

Table 0-3: Sensor milestones 

 

sensor milestone Description Value 

attached A sensor is attached to an object 301 

activated Authorised activation of a sensor 302 

de-activated Authorised de-activation of a sensor 303 

Sensor value 
available 

Providing particular values that can be produced 
by a sensor 

 

 Weight The weight of an object is measured by a sensor 304 

 Volume The volume of an object is measured by a sensor 305 

 Temperature The temperature of an object is measured by a 
sensor 

306 

 Motion A motion of an object is detected by a sensor 307 
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 Opened Detection of un-authorised opening of an object, 
e.g. a container door. 

308 

 Closed Detection of un-authorised closing of an object, 
e.g. a container door 

309 

 Humidity Humidity measure within an object available 310 

 Gas Gas measure within an object available 311 

Disassociate A sensor is removed from an object 312 

 

 

Annex B – event data structure 

This annex introduces the data structure for sharing milestones with events. An event 

contains a milestone of one (or more) object(s) or a reference(s) to a document(s). The 

conceptual data structure of ‘events’ can be derived from the conceptual data structures 

given in the previous pages. Figure 0-1 shows the conceptual structure. 

 

Figure 0-1: Conceptual data structure of ‘event’ 

 

+MilestoneValue : Integer
+MilestoneName : Char

MilestoneTypes

+Timestamp : Date
+Speed : Decimal
+Direction : String

MilestoneDetails
+TemperatureSetting : Decimal
+TemperatureOutOfRange : Integer
+Weight : Decimal
+WeigthIndicator : Boolean
+OpenIndicator : Boolean
+Gas : String
+Humidity : Decimal

Physical Condition

0..1

1

+PublicationDate : Date

Event11..*

+ActorIdentification : String
+Name : String
+Country : String

Actor

+Publisher 1

1

+ObjectID : String

Object

1

1

1..*

1

+LocationName : String
+LocationID : String
+LocationCoordinates : Decimal

Location

+Reference

ReferencedDocuments

11

1

+associated0..*

+SensorID : Integer

Sensor

0..1 1

Milestone

1

1..*

1

1..*

{OR}

+Time : Date
+Period : Date

Time

1 0..1

+to

0..1

1
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The event data structure consists of the following main parts: 

 Event: basically an event has a publication date and a publisher. The publisher is 

represented by ‘actor’. In case it is required to identify individual events, they also 

might have a unique identification in the context of a publisher. 

 Milestone: a milestone is of a type with a value (see Annex A). The milestone can 

be produced by a sensor, can concern one or more objects and or their physical 

details with a timestamp of measuring the milestone, or can refer to a particular 

document of a type and format.  

The data structure shows that physical or business process milestones can be shared. 

Sensors, where these sensors are of a type and can share particular values, might 

generate physical milestones. These values are reflected by the physical conditions of a 

particular object. 

The object might be a particular train or wagon, but can also be a particular track. In 

case of a track, it might be between two locations, e.g. two stations, and have a 

particular identification. One of the locations is always given in case of measuring a  

 

An XSD of event is as follows: 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

elementFormDefault="qualified" 

    vc:maxVersion="1.1" vc:minVersion="1.0" 

xmlns:vc="http://www.w3.org/2007/XMLSchema-versioning"> 

    <xs:element name="Event"> 

        <xs:complexType> 

            <xs:attribute name="PublicationDate" use="required"/> 

            <xs:attribute name="PublisherID" use="required"/> 

            <xs:attribute name="PublisherName"/> 

            <xs:attribute name="PublisherCountry"/> 

        </xs:complexType> 

    </xs:element> 

    <xs:element name="Milestone"> 

        <xs:complexType> 

            <xs:choice> 

                <xs:element name="BusinessProcessMilestone"> 

                    <xs:complexType> 

                        <xs:sequence minOccurs="0"> 

                            <xs:element name="ReferencedDocuments"> 

                                <xs:complexType> 

                                    <xs:attribute name="Reference"/> 

                                </xs:complexType> 

                            </xs:element> 

                        </xs:sequence> 

                        <xs:attribute name="DataFormat" use="required"/> 

                        <xs:attribute name="DataStructure" use="required"/> 

                    </xs:complexType> 

                </xs:element> 

                <xs:element name="PhysicalMilestone"> 

                    <xs:complexType> 

                        <xs:sequence> 

                            <xs:element minOccurs="0" name="MilestoneDetails"> 
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                                <xs:complexType> 

                                    <xs:attribute name="Speed"/> 

                                    <xs:attribute name="Direction"/> 

                                </xs:complexType> 

                            </xs:element> 

                            <xs:element name="Object"> 

                                <xs:complexType> 

                                    <xs:attribute name="ObjectID" use="required"/> 

                                    <xs:attribute name="ObjectType" use="required"/> 

                                </xs:complexType> 

                            </xs:element> 

                            <xs:element minOccurs="0" name="Sensor"> 

                                <xs:complexType> 

                                    <xs:attribute name="SensorID"/> 

                                </xs:complexType> 

                            </xs:element> 

                            <xs:element name="Location"> 

                                <xs:complexType> 

                                    <xs:attribute name="LocationID" use="required"/> 

                                    <xs:attribute name="LocationName"/> 

                                    <xs:attribute name="LocationCoordinates"/> 

                                    <xs:attribute name="LocationType"/> 

                                </xs:complexType> 

                            </xs:element> 

                            <xs:element minOccurs="0" name="PhysicalCondition"> 

                                <xs:complexType> 

                                    <xs:attribute name="TemperatureSetting"/> 

                                    <xs:attribute name="TemperatureOutofRange"/> 

                                    <xs:attribute name="Weight"/> 

                                    <xs:attribute name="WeightIndicator"/> 

                                    <xs:attribute name="OpenIndicator"/> 

                                    <xs:attribute name="Gas"/> 

                                    <xs:attribute name="Humidity"/> 

                                </xs:complexType> 

                            </xs:element> 

                        </xs:sequence> 

                    </xs:complexType> 

                </xs:element> 

            </xs:choice> 

            <xs:attribute name="MilestoneValue" use="required"/> 

            <xs:attribute name="Timestamp" use="required"/> 

            <xs:attribute name="MilestoneName"/> 

        </xs:complexType> 

    </xs:element> 

</xs:schema> 
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Annex C – logical database structure 

 

The following annex describes the data model of the logical database defined within D5.1 

for the purpose of the Smart-Rail project, namely for its Continuous Improvement Tracks 

(CITs).  

 

Due to specific data modelling tool it has been denoted as an Oracle database, though it 

is contemplated a generic one, allowing implementation in any database engine and 

environment. The data types described in the data model are considered generic as well; 

they characterise the data type of each value in the model, and they are to be eventually 

replaced by the specific data types of the target database environment. 

 

 

Structure of the logical database 

 

Type:  Package  

Package: Data Model 

Detail:  Created on 25.7.2016. Last modified on 25.7.2016. 

Notes:  

 

Smart-Rail 

Created By: Jansta on 25.7.2016 

Last Modified: 23.10.2016, Version:1.0 
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Figure 1: Data model of the logical database Smart-Rail  

 

 

The following subsections specify each logical data table in more detail. 
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Activity 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 25.7.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: List of available activities for the train in location 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the 

activity 

False Code NUMBE

R 

True False  4 0  code activity 

False Name VARCH

AR2 

True False 100    name activity 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

PK_Activity Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(ActivityID = ID)   0..* ListOfActivities.FK_ListOfActivities_Activity  

  1 Activity.PK_Activity 

 

 

BusinessCase 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 25.7.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: List of business cases 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the 

business case 

False IdentificationID NUMBE

R 

False False 0 10 0  identifier of the 

identification TAF TSI 
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False OwnerID NUMBE

R 

False False 0 10 0  identifier of the owner 

False CustomerID NUMBE

R 

False False 0 10 0  identifier of the 

customer 

False StartDate DATE False False     business case valid 

from 

False EndDate DATE False False     business case valid to 

False GoodsID NUMBE

R 

False False 0 10 0  identifier of the goods 

False Status NUMBE

R 

False False  2 0  status of the business 

case 

False Order VARCH

AR2 

False False 255    order number 

False PackageTypeID NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0   

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

FK_BusinessCase_Company Public OwnerID 

 

  

FK_BusinessCase_Company Public CustomerID 

 

  

FK_BusinessCase_Identificat

ion 
Public IdentificationID 

 

  

FK_BusinessCase_NHM Public GoodsID 

 

  

FK_BusinessCase_PackageT

ype 
Public PackageTypeID 

 

  

PK_BusinessCase Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 
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Columns Association Notes 

(BusinessCaseID = ID)   0..* Train.FK_Train_BusinessCase  

  1 BusinessCase.PK_BusinessCase 

 

(IdentificationID = ID)   1..* BusinessCase.FK_BusinessCase_Identification  

  1 Identification.PK_Identification 

 

(GoodsID = ID)   0..* BusinessCase.FK_BusinessCase_NHM  

  1 NHM.PK_NHM 

 

(CustomerID = ID)   0..* BusinessCase.FK_BusinessCase_Company  

  1 Company.PK_Company 

 

(CustomerID = ID)   0..* BusinessCase.FK_BusinessCase_Company  

  1 Company.PK_Company 

 

(BusinessCaseID = ID)   0..* KPI.FK_KPI_BusinessCase  

  1 BusinessCase.PK_BusinessCase 

 

(PackageTypeID = ID)   0..* BusinessCase.FK_BusinessCase_PackageType  

  1 PackageType.PK_PackageType 

 

 

Company 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 25.7.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: List of companies 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the 

company 

False Code VARCH

AR2 

False False 4    Identifies the RU, IM 

or other company 

involved in the Rail 

Transport Chain 

False Name VARCH

AR2 

False False 255    Full company name 

False Abbrevation VARCH

AR2 

False False 50    Abbreviated Company 

identifier 

False Email VARCH

AR2 

False False 255    Generic eMail address 

in Free text 
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False PhoneNumber VARCH

AR2 

False False 100    Phone number 

False FaxNumber VARCH

AR2 

False False 100    Fax number 

False URL VARCH

AR2 

False False 255    Website address 

False Validity NUMBE

R 

False False  1 0  Validity - Yes/No 

False Address NVARC

HAR2 

False False 255    Generic postal address 

False CityTown VARCH

AR2 

False False 250    City / Town 

False PostalCode VARCH

AR2 

False False 20    The postal code for the 

postal address 

False CountryID NUMBE

R 

False False 0 10 0  CountryOfRegistration 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

FK_Company_Country Public CountryID 

 

  

PK_Company Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(CountryID = ID)   0..* Company.FK_Company_Country  

  1 Country.PK_Country 

 

(CompanyID = ID)   0..* PrincipalActivity.FK_PA_Company  

  1 Company.PK_Company 

 

(CustomerID = ID)   0..* BusinessCase.FK_BusinessCase_Company  

  1 Company.PK_Company 

 

(CustomerID = ID)   0..* BusinessCase.FK_BusinessCase_Company  

  1 Company.PK_Company 
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Columns Association Notes 

(ResponsibleIM = ID)   0..* Restriction.FK_Restriction_Company  

  1 Company.PK_Company 

 

(StakeholderID = ID)   0..* KPI.FK_KPI_Company  

  1 Company.PK_Company 

 

    Location.FK_Location_Company  

   Company. 

 

(CompanyID = ID)   0..* User.FK_User_Company  

  1 Company.PK_Company 

 

(CompanyID = ID)   0..* Train.FK_Train_Company  

  1 Company.PK_Company 

 

(ResponsibleRU = ID)   0..* Journey.FK_Journey_RU  

  1 Company.PK_Company 

 

(ResponsibleIM = ID)   0..* Journey.FK_Journey_IM  

  1 Company.PK_Company 

 

 

Corridor 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 25.7.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: List of location in corridor 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the 

corridor 

False CorridorID NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0   

False LocationID NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0   

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

FK_Corridor_ListOfCorridor Public CorridorID   
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Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

FK_Corridor_Location Public LocationID 

 

  

PK_Corridor Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(LocationID = ID)   0..* Corridor.FK_Corridor_Location  

  1 Location.PK_Location 

 

(CorridorID = ID)   0..* Corridor.FK_Corridor_ListOfCorridor  

  1 ListOfCorridor.PK_ListOfCorridor 

 

 

Country 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 19.8.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: List of countries 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the 

country 

False Name VARCH

AR2 

False False 255    designation of the 

country 

False CountryCodeISO VARCH

AR2 

False False 2    Country code from 

norm: ISO-3166-2 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

PK_Country Public ID 
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Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(CountryID = ID)   0..* Company.FK_Company_Country  

  1 Country.PK_Country 

 

(CountryID = ID)   0..* Location.FK_Location_Country  

  1 Country.PK_Country 

 

 

DangerousGoods 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 25.7.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: Dangerous goods between two location 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the 

dangerous goods 

False HazardIdentification

Number 

NUMBE

R 

False False  8 0  Hazard identification 

number (only 

ADR/RID) 

False UNNumber NUMBE

R 

False False  4 0  The UNNumber of the 

dangerous good 

according to the RID 

chapter 3.2, table A, 

column 1. Mandatory, 

False DangerLabel VARCH

AR2 

False False 10    All Danger Label of 

this dangerous good 

according to the RID 

chapter 3.2, table A, 

column 5, 

False RIDClass  NUMBE

R 

False False  8 2  The Class of the 

dangerous good 

according to the RID 

chapter 3.2, table A, 

column 3a. 

False PackingGroup NUMBE

R 

False False  1 0  Packing groups (I, II 

or III) are used for the 

purpose of 

determining the degree 

of protective 

packaging required for 

Dangerous Goods 

during transportation 
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False DangerousGoodsWe

igh 

NUMBE

R 

False False  4 0  The weight of the 

dangerous goods in 

Kilograms 

False DangerousGoodsVo

lume 

NUMBE

R 

False False  4 0  The volume of the 

dangerous goods in 

cubic meters 

False LimitedQuantityIndi

cator 

NUMBE

R 

False False  1 0  Indicator for labelled 

dangerous goods in 

limited quantity 

according to chapter 

3.-4 RID 

False TrainRunningDataI

D 

NUMBE

R 

True False 0 10 0  identifier of the 

TrainRunningData 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

FK_DangerousGoods_Train

Running 
Public TrainRunningDataI

D 

 

  

PK_DangerousGoods Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(TrainRunningDataID = ID)   0..*

 DangerousGoods.FK_DangerousGoods_TrainRunnin

g  

  1 TrainRunningData.PK_TrainRunningData 

 

 

Event 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 25.7.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: Event on the train in location 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the event 
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False EventTypeID NUMBE

R 

False False 0 10 0  identifier of the event 

type 

False EventDateTime DATE False False     date and time (vzniku) 

for this event 

False EventCreation DATE False False     date and time 

(pořízení) for this 

event 

False EventSource BFILE False False     zdroj, který 

vegeneroval událost 

False JourneyID NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0  identifier of the 

journey 

False RestrictionID NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0  identifier of the 

restriction 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

FK_Event_Journey Public JourneyID 

 

  

FK_Event_Restriction Public RestrictionID 

 

  

FK_Event_TypeOfEvent Public EventTypeID 

 

  

PK_Event Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(JourneyID = ID)   0..* Event.FK_Event_Journey  

  1 Journey.PK_Journey 

 

(EventTypeID = ID)   0..* Event.FK_Event_TypeOfEvent  

  1 TypeOfEvent.PK_TypeOfEvent 

 

(RestrictionID = ID)   0..* Event.FK_Event_Restriction  

  1 Restriction.PK_Restriction 
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Identification 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 25.7.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: unique identification of the objects handled in the messages such as train, path or case 

reference 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the 

identification 

False TypeObjectID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the object 

type 

False Company VARCH

AR2 

True False 4    A four character 

element indicating the 

company who created 

the object. 

False Core VARCH

AR2 

True False 12    The Core element is 

the main part of the 

ID. It is free format 

and determined by the 

company that creates 

it. 

False Variant VARCH

AR2 

True False 2    The variant shows a 

relationship between 

two identifiers 

referring to the same 

business case 

False TimetableYear NUMBE

R 

True False  4 0  Refers to the timetable 

period in which the 

business will be 

carried out 

False StartDate NUMBE

R 

False False  8 0  The startdate is the day 

of departure from the 

origin station of the 

object, format:  

YYMMDD 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

FK_Identification_TypeOfOb

ject 
Public TypeObjectID 
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Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

PK_Identification Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(IdentificationID = ID)   1..* BusinessCase.FK_BusinessCase_Identification  

  1 Identification.PK_Identification 

 

(IdentifiacationID = ID)   0..* Train.FK_Train_Identification  

  1 Identification.PK_Identification 

 

(TypeObjectID = ID)   0..* Identification.FK_Identification_TypeOfObject  

  1 TypeOfObject.PK_TypeOfObject 

 

 

 

Journey 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 25.7.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: Defines the data provided by the IM for a journey section. 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the 

journey 

False LocationID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the 

location 

False Position NUMBE

R 

True False  5 0  position location in 

train path 

False ResponsibleRU NUMBE

R 

False False 0 10 0  RU Responsible for 

the physical operation 

of the train or wagon 

False ResponsibleIM NUMBE

R 

False False 0 10 0  IM Responsible for 

Reporting. 

For Path Requests, this 

element has to be used 

- in the first journey 

location (origin of 
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train) 

- in journey locations 

(could even be a 

network border 

without stopping of 

the train) in case 

where the IM on the 

oncoming section 

changes from the legal 

point of view. This 

means, the new IM has 

the legal responsibility 

for the oncoming 

section. 

False TrainID NUMBE

R 

False False 0 10 0  identifier of the train 

False DepartureTimeAtLo

cation 

DATE False False     the scheduled 

departure date and 

time at a defined 

location 

False ArrivalTimeAtLocat

ion 

DATE False False     The actual arrival date 

and time at the defined 

location 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

FK_Journey_Location Public LocationID 

 

  

FK_Journey_Train Public TrainID 

 

  

PK_Journey Public ID 

 

  

FK_Journey_IM Public ResponsibleIM 

 

  

FK_Journey_RU Public ResponsibleRU 
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Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(LocationID = ID)   0..* Journey.FK_Journey_Location  

  1 Location.PK_Location 

 

(JourneyID = ID)   0..* ListOfActivities.FK_ListOfActivities_Journey  

  1 Journey.PK_Journey 

 

(TrainID = ID)   1..* Journey.FK_Journey_Train  

  1 Train.PK_Train 

 

(JourneyID = ID)   0..* Event.FK_Event_Journey  

  1 Journey.PK_Journey 

 

(JourneyFromID = ID)   1..*

 OperationalTrainNumber.FK_OperationalTrainNumb

er_Jour  

  1 Journey.PK_Journey 

 

(JourneyToID = ID)   0..*

 OperationalTrainNumber.FK_OperationalTrainNumb

er_Jou1  

  1 Journey.PK_Journey 

 

(JourneyFromID = ID)   1..* TrainRunningData.FK_TrainRunningData_JourFrom  

  1 Journey.PK_Journey 

 

(JourneyToID = ID)   1..* TrainRunningData.FK_TrainRunningData_JourTo  

  1 Journey.PK_Journey 

 

(ResponsibleRU = ID)   0..* Journey.FK_Journey_RU  

  1 Company.PK_Company 

 

(ResponsibleIM = ID)   0..* Journey.FK_Journey_IM  

  1 Company.PK_Company 

 

 

 

KPI 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 25.7.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: Defines the data provided by the IM for a journey section. 
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Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the KPI 

False BusinessCaseID NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0  identifier of the 

business case 

False Value NUMBE

R 

True False  14 3  value KPI 

False TrainID NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0  identifier of the train 

False Date DATE True False     data for value KPI 

False TypeOfKIPID NUMBE

R 

True False 0 10 0  identifier of the type 

KPI 

False Comment VARCH

AR2 

False False 255    comment for value 

KPI 

False StakeholderID NUMBE

R 

False False 0 10 0  identifier of the 

stakeholder 

 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

FK_KPI_BusinessCase Public BusinessCaseID 

 

  

FK_KPI_Company Public StakeholderID 

 

  

FK_KPI_Train Public TrainID 

 

  

FK_KPI_TypeOfKPI Public TypeOfKIPID 

 

  

PK_KPI Public ID 
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Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(TypeOfKIPID = ID)   0..* KPI.FK_KPI_TypeOfKPI  

  1 TypeOfKPI.PK_TypeOfKPI 

 

(TrainID = ID)   0..* KPI.FK_KPI_Train  

  1 Train.PK_Train 

 

(BusinessCaseID = ID)   0..* KPI.FK_KPI_BusinessCase  

  1 BusinessCase.PK_BusinessCase 

 

(StakeholderID = ID)   0..* KPI.FK_KPI_Company  

  1 Company.PK_Company 

 

 

ListOfActivities 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 25.7.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: List of activities for one train in one location. Indicates certain treatments or operations 

required for a train 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the list of 

activities 

False JourneyID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the 

journey 

False ActivityID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the 

activity 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

FK_ListOfActivities_Activit

y 
Public ActivityID 

 

  

FK_ListOfActivities_Journey Public JourneyID 

 

  

PK_ListOfActivities Public ID 
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Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(ActivityID = ID)   0..* ListOfActivities.FK_ListOfActivities_Activity  

  1 Activity.PK_Activity 

 

(JourneyID = ID)   0..* ListOfActivities.FK_ListOfActivities_Journey  

  1 Journey.PK_Journey 

 

 

ListOfCorridor 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 4.10.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: List of existing corridors 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the 

corridor 

False Name VARCH

AR2 

True True 50    Name of corridor 

False Code VARCH

AR2 

False False 50    Code of corridor 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

PK_ListOfCorridor Public ID 

 

  

UQ_ListOfCorridor_Name Public Name 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(CorridorID = ID)   0..* Corridor.FK_Corridor_ListOfCorridor  

  1 ListOfCorridor.PK_ListOfCorridor 
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ListOfRoles 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 23.8.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: List of roles for user for access  

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the list of 

roles 

False RoleID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the role 

False UserID NUMBE

R 

False False 0 10 0  identifier of the user 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

FK_ListOfRoles_Role Public RoleID 

 

  

FK_ListOfRoles_User Public UserID 

 

  

PK_ListOfRoles Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(UserID = ID)   0..* ListOfRoles.FK_ListOfRoles_User  

  1 User.PK_User 

 

(RoleID = ID)   0..* ListOfRoles.FK_ListOfRoles_Role  

  1 Role.PK_Role 

 

 

Location 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 25.7.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: List of location 
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Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the 

location 

False CountryCodeISO VARCH

AR2 

False False 2    Country code from 

norm: ISO-3166-2 

False CountryCodeUIC NUMBE

R 

False False  2 0  UIC country code 

False LocationPrimaryCo

de 

NUMBE

R 

False False  5 0  This element identifies 

an reporting point by 

its code. 

False PrimaryLocationNa

me  

VARCH

AR2 

False False 30    Location Name in an 

offication language of 

the Country using the 

ISO Unicode alphabet 

False LocationSubsidiary

Code  

NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0  this element identifies 

a location as a part of 

primary location e.g. a 

junction, a signal, a 

passing loop etc., It is 

unique when used in 

combination with a 

“LocationPrimaryCod

e” 

False AllocationCompany

ID 

NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0  identifier of company 

who is responsible for 

allocation and 

maintenance of codes 

False LocationSubsidiary

Name 

VARCH

AR2 

False False 50    To be completed in an 

official language of 

the Country using the 

ISO Unicode alphabet 

False CountryID NUMBE

R 

True False 0 10 0  identifier of the 

country 

False GPS_lot NUMBE

R 

False False  8 6  GPS coordinate: 

longitude 

False GPS_lat NUMBE

R 

False False  8 6  GPS coordinate: 

latitude 

False Address VARCH

AR2 

False False 300    address of location 

False StartDate DATE False False     date of start 
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False EndDate DATE False False     date of end 

False TypeOfLocationID NUMBE

R 

False False 0 10 0  identifier of type of 

location 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

FK_Location_Country Public CountryID 

 

  

FK_Location_TypeOfLocatio

n 
Public TypeOfLocationID 

 

  

PK_Location Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(LocationID = ID)   0..* Journey.FK_Journey_Location  

  1 Location.PK_Location 

 

(CountryID = ID)   0..* Location.FK_Location_Country  

  1 Country.PK_Country 

 

    Location.FK_Location_Company  

   Company. 

 

(LocationID = ID)   0..* Corridor.FK_Corridor_Location  

  1 Location.PK_Location 

 

(TypeOfLocationID = ID)   1..* Location.FK_Location_TypeOfLocation  

  1 TypeOfLocation.PK_TypeOfLocation 

 

 

NHM 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 19.8.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: The Harmonised Commodity Code (NHM) is based on the international standard Harmonised 

System (HS) used to describe and code goods in international trade published by the World 

Customs Organisation (WCO). 
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Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the NHM 

False Code NUMBE

R 

False False  8 0  code NHM 

False Description VARCH

AR2 

False False 255    description NHM 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

PK_NHM Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(GoodsID = ID)   0..* BusinessCase.FK_BusinessCase_NHM  

  1 NHM.PK_NHM 

 

 

OperationalTrainNumber 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 25.7.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: Identifies the train for traffic management purposes by the Dispatcher, GSMR services, etc 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the 

operational train 

number 

False OperationalTrainNu

mber 

NUMBE

R 

False False  6 0  Identifies the train for 

traffic management 

purposes by the 

Dispatcher, GSMR 

services, etc. 

False JourneyFromID NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0   
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False JourneyToID NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0   

False PlannedDay DATE False False      

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

FK_OperationalTrainNumber

_Jou1 
Public JourneyToID 

 

  

FK_OperationalTrainNumber

_Jour 
Public JourneyFromID 

 

  

PK_OperationalTrainNumber Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(JourneyFromID = ID)   1..*

 OperationalTrainNumber.FK_OperationalTrainNumb

er_Jour  

  1 Journey.PK_Journey 

 

(JourneyToID = ID)   0..*

 OperationalTrainNumber.FK_OperationalTrainNumb

er_Jou1  

  1 Journey.PK_Journey 

 

 

PackageType 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 4.10.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: Coded representations of package type names used in international trade. According with 

UNECE/CEFACT Trade Facilitation Recommendation No.21 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0   

False Code VARCH

AR2 

False False 2     
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False NumericCode NUMBE

R 

False False  3 0   

False Name VARCH

AR2 

False False 50     

False Description VARCH

AR2 

False False 2000     

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

PK_PackageType Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(PackageTypeID = ID)   0..* BusinessCase.FK_BusinessCase_PackageType  

  1 PackageType.PK_PackageType 

 

 

PlannedCalendar 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 6.11.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: Calendar item for path details 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identification of 

planned calendar 

False Bitmapdays VARCH

AR2 

False False 730    Bitmapstream must be 

provided for the trains 

that are running more 

than one day in 

timetable period; it is 

optional otherwise. 

False StartDateTime DATE False False     first date in calendar 

False EndDateTime DATE False False     last date in calendar 
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Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

PK_PlannedCalendar Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

   1..* Train.FK_Train_PlannedCalendar  

  1 PlannedCalendar.PK_PlannedCalendar 

 

 

PrincipalActivity 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 19.8.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: List of types for company (together RU and IM) 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the 

principal activity 

False CompanyID NUMBE

R 

True False 0 10 0  identifier of the 

company 

False TypeOfCompanyID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the type 

company 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

PK_PrincipalActivity Public ID 

 

  

FK_PA_TypeOfCompany Public TypeOfCompanyID 

 

  

FK_PA_Company Public CompanyID 
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Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(TypeOfCompanyID = ID)   0..* PrincipalActivity.FK_PA_TypeOfCompany  

  1 TypeOfCompany.PK_TypeOfCompany 

 

(CompanyID = ID)   0..* PrincipalActivity.FK_PA_Company  

  1 Company.PK_Company 

 

 

Restriction 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 25.7.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: Restriction for train in location 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the 

restriction 

False Code VARCH

AR2 

False False 255    code of the restriction 

False Comment VARCH

AR2 

False False 255    comment for 

restriction 

False Start DATE False False     start date restriction 

False End DATE False False     stop date restriction 

False ResponsibleIM NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0  IM Responsible for 

restriction 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

FK_Restriction_Company Public ResponsibleIM 

 

  

PK_Restriction Public ID 
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Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(ResponsibleIM = ID)   0..* Restriction.FK_Restriction_Company  

  1 Company.PK_Company 

 

(RestrictionID = ID)   0..* Event.FK_Event_Restriction  

  1 Restriction.PK_Restriction 

 

 

Role 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 25.7.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: List of roles 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the event 

False Name VARCH

AR2 

False False 250    name of the event 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

PK_Role Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(RoleID = ID)   0..* ListOfRoles.FK_ListOfRoles_Role  

  1 Role.PK_Role 

 

 

Train 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 25.7.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: List of trains for business case 
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Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the train 

False CompanyID NUMBE

R 

False False 0 10 0  identifier of the 

company 

False BusinessCaseID NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0  identifier of the 

business case 

False IdentifiacationID NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0  identifier of the 

identification 

False Status NUMBE

R 

False False  2 0  status of the train 

False DeliveryNumber VARCH

AR2 

False False 255    delivery number for 

train 

False PlannedCalenderID NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0  identification of 

planned calender 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

FK_Train_BusinessCase Public BusinessCaseID 

 

  

FK_Train_Company Public CompanyID 

 

  

FK_Train_Identification Public IdentifiacationID 

 

  

PK_Train Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(TrainID = ID)   1..* Journey.FK_Journey_Train  

  1 Train.PK_Train 

 

(BusinessCaseID = ID)   0..* Train.FK_Train_BusinessCase  

  1 BusinessCase.PK_BusinessCase 
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Columns Association Notes 

(IdentifiacationID = ID)   0..* Train.FK_Train_Identification  

  1 Identification.PK_Identification 

 

(TrainID = ID)   0..* KPI.FK_KPI_Train  

  1 Train.PK_Train 

 

   1..* Train.FK_Train_PlannedCalendar  

  1 PlannedCalendar.PK_PlannedCalendar 

 

(CompanyID = ID)   0..* Train.FK_Train_Company  

  1 Company.PK_Company 

 

 

TrainRunningData 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 25.7.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: Train relevant data  for a running train 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the train 

running data 

False JourneyFromID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the 

journey from are valid 

this data 

False JourneyToID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the 

journey to are valid 

this data 

False TrainType NUMBE

R 

False False  1 0  01 - Passenger train    

train with passenger 

coaches 

02 -     Freight train    

train with freight 

wagons 

03 - Light engine 

(locomotive train)    

one or more engines 

without any carriages 

04 - Engineering train    

train for measure-

ment, maintenace, 

instructions, 
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homologenisation, etc 

00 - Other type - train 

types that are not 

covered with the four 

codes given above can 

be codified as "other" 

in the messages 

False TrainWeight NUMBE

R 

False False  8 0  The sum of all weights 

of wagons and traction 

units (tonne) 

False TrainLength NUMBE

R 

False False  4 0  The calculated Length 

of a train (sum of all 

length over buffer of 

the wagons and 

traction units).  

Expressed in Metres 

False TrainMaxSpeed  NUMBE

R 

False False  3 0  The max. possible 

speed of a train in 

km/h 

False MaxAxleWeigh NUMBE

R 

False False  3 0  Maximum allowed 

axle weight for a 

wagon within a train.  

Unit in tonnes per axle 

False BrakeType NUMBE

R 

False False  2 0  Type of the Braking 

system 

False BrakeWeight NUMBE

R 

False False  4 0  Shows the Braked 

mass of the wagon 

according to the type 

of the braking system, 

in Tonnes 

False NumberOfVehicles NUMBE

R 

False False  3 0  The sum of number of 

wagons and number of 

traction units 

False NumberOfAxles NUMBE

R 

False False  6 0  The sum of number of 

axles of all wagons 

and all traction units 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

FK_TrainRunningData_Jour

From 
Public JourneyFromID 

 

  

FK_TrainRunningData_Jour

To 
Public JourneyToID   
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Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

 

PK_TrainRunningData Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(TrainRunningDataID = ID)   0..*

 DangerousGoods.FK_DangerousGoods_TrainRunnin

g  

  1 TrainRunningData.PK_TrainRunningData 

 

(TrainRunningDataID = ID)   0..* WagonData .FK_WagonData _TrainRunningData  

  1 TrainRunningData.PK_TrainRunningData 

 

(JourneyFromID = ID)   1..* TrainRunningData.FK_TrainRunningData_JourFrom  

  1 Journey.PK_Journey 

 

(JourneyToID = ID)   1..* TrainRunningData.FK_TrainRunningData_JourTo  

  1 Journey.PK_Journey 

 

 

 

TypeOfCompany 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 25.7.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: List type of company 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the type 

company 

False Code NUMBE

R 

False False  2 0  code for type company 

False Name VARCH

AR2 

False False 255    name for type 

company 
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Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

PK_TypeOfCompany Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(TypeOfCompanyID = ID)   0..* PrincipalActivity.FK_PA_TypeOfCompany  

  1 TypeOfCompany.PK_TypeOfCompany 

 

 

TypeOfEvent 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 25.7.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: List ot type of event for train 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the type of 

event 

False Code NUMBE

R 

False False  2 0  code event 

False Name VARCH

AR2 

False False 255    name event 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

PK_TypeOfEvent Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(EventTypeID = ID)   0..* Event.FK_Event_TypeOfEvent  

  1 TypeOfEvent.PK_TypeOfEvent 
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TypeOfKPI 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 22.8.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: List of type of KPI 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the type 

KPI 

False Name VARCH

AR2 

False False 255    name KPI 

False Code NUMBE

R 

False False  4 0  code KPI 

False Type1 NUMBE

R 

False False  1 0  1 - financial 

2 - operational 

False Type2 NUMBE

R 

False False  1 0  1 - overall 

2 - comodity 

3 - linebyline 

False Baseline NUMBE

R 

False False  14 3  srovnávací hodnota 

False ExpectedChange NUMBE

R 

False False  5 1  percent change 

False TypeOfImpact NUMBE

R 

False False  1 0  1 - Reliability 

2 - Flexibility 

3 - Lead Time 

4 - Visibility 

5 - Costs 

False Comment VARCH

AR2 

False False 255    comment 

False UnitOfKPI VARCH

AR2 

False False 255    unit for KPI 

False Resource NUMBE

R 

False False  1 0  1 - public 

2 - confidential 

3 - internal 
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Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

PK_TypeOfKPI Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(TypeOfKIPID = ID)   0..* KPI.FK_KPI_TypeOfKPI  

  1 TypeOfKPI.PK_TypeOfKPI 

 

 

TypeOfLocation 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 6.11.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: List of type of location 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the 

location 

False Code NUMBE

R 

False False  3 0  code of the location 

False Name VARCH

AR2 

False False 255    Name of type of 

location 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

PK_TypeOfLocation Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(TypeOfLocationID = ID)   1..* Location.FK_Location_TypeOfLocation  

  1 TypeOfLocation.PK_TypeOfLocation 
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TypeOfObject 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 22.8.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: List of type of object 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the type of 

object in Identification 

False Code VARCH

AR2 

False False 2    Enumeration: 

TR - Train 

PA - Path 

PR - PathRequest 

DO - Dossier 

False Description VARCH

AR2 

False False 255    description for code 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

PK_TypeOfObject Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(TypeObjectID = ID)   0..* Identification.FK_Identification_TypeOfObject  

  1 TypeOfObject.PK_TypeOfObject 

 

 

User 

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 25.7.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: List of user for company 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE True False  10 0  identifier of the user 
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R 

False FirstName VARCH

AR2 

False False 100    first name 

False LastName VARCH

AR2 

False False 100    last name 

False CompanyID NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0  identifier of the 

company 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

FK_User_Company Public CompanyID 

 

  

PK_User Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(UserID = ID)   0..* ListOfRoles.FK_ListOfRoles_User  

  1 User.PK_User 

 

(CompanyID = ID)   0..* User.FK_User_Company  

  1 Company.PK_Company 

 

 

WagonData  

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 23.10.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: Wagon relevant data for the wagons within a running train. List of vehicles on train between 

two location 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the wagon 

data 

False WagonNumberFreig

ht 

NUMBE

R 

False False  12 0  Identifies uniquely the 

freight wagon by its 

number 
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False WagonTrainPosition NUMBE

R 

False False  4 0  Identifies the position 

of a wagon within a 

train. Sequential 

number starting with 

the first wagon at the 

front of train as N°1. 

False TrainRunningDataI

D 

NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0  identifier of the 

TrainRunningData 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

FK_WagonData 

_TrainRunningData 
Public TrainRunningDataI

D 

 

  

PK_WagonData  Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(TrainRunningDataID = ID)   0..* WagonData .FK_WagonData _TrainRunningData  

  1 TrainRunningData.PK_TrainRunningData 

 

(WagonDataID = ID)   0..* WagonTechData .FK_WagonTechData _WagonData   

  1 WagonData .PK_WagonData  

 

(WagonDataID = ID)   0..* WagonOperationalData .FK_WagonOperationalData 

_Wagon  

  1 WagonData .PK_WagonData  

 

 

 

WagonOperationalData  

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 23.10.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: Actual wagon parameters, dependent on load or damage. This group and its elements are 

optional (contract defines what IM requires). But if there is dangerous goods in the train, then 

this group is mandatory. 
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Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the wagon 

operational data 

False WagonDataID NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0  identifier of the wagon 

data 

False BrakeType  NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0  Type of braking 

system 

False BrakeWeight NUMBE

R 

False False  4 2  Shows the Braked 

mass of the wagon 

according to the type 

of the braking system, 

in Tonnes 

False WagonMaxSpeed  NUMBE

R 

False False  3 0  Maximum allowed 

speed of the wagon 

according to the load 

and entry in the 

Rolling Stock 

Databases.  In kmh 

False ExceptionalGauging

Profile 

VARCH

AR2 

False False 7    Identification of 

special load.  Coding 

found in 404-2 chapter 

4.9.1 (4AN + 3N) 

False InfoOnGoodsShape

TypeDanger  

NUMBE

R 

False False  2 0  Additional codified 

information on the 

load 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

FK_WagonOperationalData 

_Wagon 
Public WagonDataID 

 

  

PK_WagonOperationalData  Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(WagonDataID = ID)   0..* WagonOperationalData .FK_WagonOperationalData 

_Wagon  

  1 WagonData .PK_WagonData  
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WagonTechData  

Database: Oracle, Stereotype: «table», Package: Smart-Rail 

Detail:  Created on 23.10.2016.  Last modified on 6.11.2016. 

Notes: This table shows the wagon relevant technical data for the wagons within a running train. 

 

Columns 

PK Name Type Not Null Unique Len Prec Scale Init Notes 

True ID NUMBE

R 

True False  10 0  identifier of the wagon 

technical data 

False WagonDataID NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0  identifier of the wagon 

data 

False WagonLength NUMBE

R 

False False  7 0  Length over buffers in 

cms 

False WagonNumberOfA

xles 

NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0  Number of Axels for a 

wagon 

False AirBrakeType  NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0  Classification of air 

brake 

False WagonWeightEmpt

y 

NUMBE

R 

False False  10 0  The weight of an 

empty wagon 

according to the entry 

in the rolling stock 

database 

 

Constraints 

Name Type Columns Initial Code Notes 

FK_WagonTechData 

_WagonData  
Public WagonDataID 

 

  

PK_WagonTechData  Public ID 

 

  

 

Relationships 

Columns Association Notes 

(WagonDataID = ID)   0..* WagonTechData .FK_WagonTechData _WagonData   

  1 WagonData .PK_WagonData  

 

 


